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The second wave of COVID-19 has been wreaking havoc across the coun-
try. The viral epidemic has upended the Indian economy, which was al-

ready reeling under stringent lockdowns last year. Almost all macroeconomic
indicators have been flashing red signals of distress and disruption.

The economy has entered a peculiar phase of high inflation and low or
negative growth, threatening to slip into stagflation � stagnant growth and
high inflation. The Wholesale Price Index (WPI)-based inflation for April surged
to a high of 10.49 per cent, primarily driven by costly fuel and manufactured
products. Incidentally, the Consumer Price Index (CPI)-based retail inflation
for the same month eased to 4.29 per cent on the back of relatively cheaper
food products. However, the April retail numbers are quite misleading, given
the high base effect of the retail inflation in the year-ago month of April 2020,
triggered by large-scale supply disruptions during the nationwide lockdown.

In economic texts and developed, Western economies, spiking inflation
often recounts a tale of robust economic activities. But this has rarely been the
case in India even in the best of times. Prickly prices in the country even in
normal times have been the product of inefficient supply chains. This pan-
demic has disrupted those frayed supply chains. Besides, an unprecedented
high tax on fuels, imposed by the resource-starved Central government, has
been feeding into the inflationary spiral.

If it is red hot on the inflationary front, a severe demand collapse has emas-
culated economic growth. Consumer sentiment has hit the bottom, and it is
quite evident in the sales of properties, vehicles and consumer durables, among
others. Almost all States have imposed strict restrictions or a complete lockdown
to combat the deadly virus, and this is taking a toll on hospitality, travel and
tourism, aviation, real estate, entertainment, construction and manufacturing
sectors. Moreover, the second wave of the viral pandemic has severely im-
pacted micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs), small businesses and
traders and middle- and lower-income groups. This will eventually have a dire
impact on the already-dismal unemployment situation, with the jobless rate
soaring past 14 per cent by the end of May.

As uncertainty surrounding the epidemic lingers on, the need of the hour is
a meaningful stimulus package directed at the MSMEs, small traders and middle-
and lower-income groups. The past packages have mostly been in the form of
monetary measures from the RBI, providing a slew of loans. Instead bold
measures in the form of direct income transfer to the bank accounts of vulner-
able sections would work wonders in stimulating the severely-contracted de-
mand for consumption and kick-starting the economy.

The Centre can raise additional resources through debt monetisation or
printing of money by getting the RBI to buy the government securities di-
rectly. This last-ditch measure may be resorted to for a very brief period to get
the economy back on track. It goes without saying that the government should
utilise the resources raised through debt monetisation very judiciously by
targeting the stimulus measures to the intended beneficiaries.

Of course, the government, with all the resources and intelligence at its
disposal, can and should evolve better mechanisms and innovative measures
to ensure that the relief reaches the targeted beneficiaries without any leakage
in the process. It would serve no purpose if government policies seem to be
designed by officials living on the Mars for people living on the Venus.

A Better, Bolder Stimulus

The government, with all
the resources and
intelligence at its disposal,
can and should evolve
better mechanisms and
innovative measures to
ensure that the relief
reaches the targeted
beneficiaries without any
leakage in the process. It
would serve no purpose if
government policies seem
to be designed by officials
living on the Mars for
people living on the Venus.

VIEWPOINT

Direct income transfer to MSMEs
and other vulnerable sections can
stimulate demand and kick-start
the economy.
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of total passenger cars and
light commercial vehicles
imported by South Africa.

April numbers raise FY22
export target hopes A
sharp rise in exports in April
is giving hope that the
ambitious target of $400-
billion merchandise ship-
ments can be achieved this
year, according to Commerce
and Industry Minister
Piyush Goyal. Mr Goyal has
also added that the Depart-
ment of Commerce had taken
up several issues of exporters
with the Ministry of Finance
for their early resolution, like
RoDTEP (Remission of
Duties and Taxes on Export
Products), MEIS (Merchan-
dise Export from India
Scheme) and inverted-duty
structure. India�s merchan-
dise exports in April jumped
by 197 per cent to $30.21
billion as against $10.17
billion in April 2020.

AIMTC seeks loan
moratorium till August
The All India Motor
Transport Congress
(AIMTC), the apex body of
transporters, has requested
the government for a blanket
loan moratorium for the
sector till August 31, 2021 in
the prevailing situation to
help in maintaining business
continuity. In a statement,
the AIMTC pointed out that
around 70 per cent of the
country was under lockdown
and more than 85 per cent of
the transporters were small
operators having one to five
vehicles. It has further added
that the road transport sector
is committed to maintaining
supply chain of oxygen,
medicines and other essential
commodities despite all
adversities.

Deadlines for filing ITRs
postponed Amid the
Coronavirus pandemic, the
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Centre clears Rs 14,775-
cr fertiliser subsidy The
government has approved an
additional subsidy of
Rs 14,775 crore to keep
prices of diammonium
phosphate (DAP) fertiliser at
the earlier level. The higher
subsidy is aimed at softening
the blow to farmers who
have protested against rate
hikes by companies over the
past two months. With this
decision, the subsidy on
DAP will jump to Rs 1,200
per bag from earlier Rs 500.
The farmers will continue to
pay only Rs 1,200 per bag.
The actual price of DAP was
Rs 1,700 per 50-kg bag last
year, and farmers were
getting it at Rs 1,200 per bag,
with Rs 500 as subsidy.

India largest vehicle
importer to S Africa India
was the top country of origin
for vehicle imports into
South Africa despite the
lengthy COVID-19
lockdowns and overall
declines in vehicle sales in

India gets highest FDI of $81.72 bn in FY21 In a pandemic-
ravaged year, India managed to rake in the highest-ever foreign
direct investment (FDI) during 2020-21 at $81.72 billion, ac-
cording to the Ministry of Commerce and Industry. The FDI in
FY21 happens to be 10 per cent higher than $74.39 billion in the
previous financial year. �Measures taken by the government on
the fronts of FDI policy reforms, investment facilitation and
ease of doing business have resulted in increased FDI inflows
into the country,� a ministry statement has added. FDI equity
inflow increased by 19 per cent to $59.64 billion in FY21 as
against $49.98 billion in FY20.

2020, according to a latest
auto report. The Automotive
Export Manual report
released last month by the
Automotive Industry Export
Council has said that India
had been established by

several global brands as a
production hub for entry-
level and small vehicles, and
most of the vehicles
imported from India fell into
these categories. The 87,953
units imported from India
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Verbatim...
government has decided to
extend the deadline to file
Income Tax returns (ITRs)
for FY21 for individuals to
September 30, 2021 from the
previous deadline of July 31,
2021. The ITR-filing deadline
for FY20 was extended to
January 10, 2021. The
Central Board of Direct
Taxes (CBDT) has also
extended the ITR-filing
deadline for companies by a
month till November 30. The
deadline for taxpayers, like
companies or firms, whose
accounts are audited, is
October 31. Deadline for
issuing Form 16 by
employers to employees has
been extended by a month till
July 15.

Sugar export subsidy cut
to Rs 4,000/tonne The
Centre has slashed subsidy
on sugar exports from
Rs 6,000 per tonne to
Rs 4,000 per tonne with
immediate effect in view of
firm global prices. For the
ongoing 2020-21 marketing
year (October-September),
the government had fixed a
subsidy of Rs 6,000 per
tonne to facilitate exports,
thereby improving the
liquidity of mills and enabling
them to clear cane price dues
to farmers. Mills were
mandated to export 6 mt of
sugar in the current year. So
far, 5.7 mt of the sweetener
has been contracted for
export.

Foodgrain output set for
record 305.43 mt  The
country�s foodgrain produc-
tion is estimated to rise by
2.66 per cent to a new record
of 305.43 mt in the current
crop year 2020-21 (July-
June). The record harvest
will be driven by better
output of rice, wheat and
pulses amid good monsoon
rains last year, the Agricul-
ture Ministry has said. In the

2019-20 crop year, the
country�s foodgrain output,
comprising wheat, rice,
pulses and coarse cereals,
stood at a record 297.5 mt.
The ministry has attributed
rise in production to efforts
of farmers and scientists and
policies of the Central
government.

Indian electric 2-, 3-
wheelers to grow fastest
Volume of electric two- and
three-wheelers is expected to
account for 8 to 10 per cent
and 30 per cent of new
vehicle sales in the country
by 2025 respectively, owing
to low operating cost and
attractive subsidy support,
among others, ICRA has
said. Penetration levels in
cars and trucks, however, are
likely to remain low in the
medium term, the rating
agency has added. Electric
two-wheeler and three-
wheeler segments have
relatively lower dependency
on commercial charging
infrastructure, owing to
limited span of commute, the
rating agency has reasoned.

ASSOCHAM calls for
MSME relief package
ASSOCHAM has demanded
from the government a
�concentrated and right kind�
of relief package for
MSMEs, which have been hit
by COVID-19 pandemic.
�Yes, there is a need for a
relief package which has to
be directed very carefully.
We at ASSOCHAM believe
that both the Centre and the
States need to come together
with certain plans,�
ASSOCHAM President
Vineet Agarwal has said.
Mr Agarwal has added that
banks should increase
working capital limit of
MSMEs by 20 per cent but
not charge any extra
collateral.

�There�s a lot of
discussion over if it

(Bitcoin) is a good
thing or a bad thing;

what�s the true value
or is it in a bubble.
Honestly speaking,

I don�t know.�
Masayoshi SonMasayoshi SonMasayoshi SonMasayoshi SonMasayoshi Son

CEO, SOFTBANK GROUP

�Is it possible to
spend an extra 2

per cent of GDP on
this (Indian

economy ravaged
by COVID-19) right

now? Probably,
many countries

have borrowed ten
times that amount.

So, why not?�

Abhijit BanerjeeAbhijit BanerjeeAbhijit BanerjeeAbhijit BanerjeeAbhijit Banerjee
NOBEL LAUREATE

�The year 2021 has
made one thing very
clear that the future
of work is hybrid.
While companies
may wish that once
the pandemic is over,
100 per cent of their
employees will come
back into the office.
The reality is that is
not going to happen
till 2022.�
Sashi KumarSashi KumarSashi KumarSashi KumarSashi Kumar
MD, INDEED INDIA
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�It is important to
challenge the status
quo and drive change
wherever needed.�
Ketan PatelKetan PatelKetan PatelKetan PatelKetan Patel
MD, HP INDIA

�Every crisis is an
opportunity, if you

are on the right
side of equities.�

Samir AroraSamir AroraSamir AroraSamir AroraSamir Arora
FOUNDER, HELIOS CAPITAL



to the Prime Database
Group. The fall in stake has
been attributed to profit-
booking by LIC. Interest-
ingly, there was a 6.30 per
cent increase in value of
LIC�s equity assets at an all-
time high of Rs 7.24 lakh
crore in March 2021.

New norms for pvt banks�
govt business The RBI has
come out with modified
guidelines that allow sound
private sector banks to
undertake government
business. Scheduled private
sector banks, which are not
under the Prompt Corrective
Action (PCA) framework of
the RBI, can undertake
government business after
executing an agreement with
the central bank. This
February, the Union Finance
Ministry had lifted the
embargo imposed in
September 2012 on further
allocation of government
business to private sector
banks. The notification has
added that existing private
banks with which RBI
already has agency banking
agreement may continue to
do government agency
businesses without any fresh
approval.

Indiabulls to exit mutual
fund business Indiabulls
Housing Finance (IHF) has
said that the company has
decided to exit mutual fund
business. IHF has entered
into a definitive agreement
with investment platform
Groww to sell Indiabulls
Asset Management Com-
pany (IBAMC) for
Rs 175 crore. The sale of
IBAMC will be limited only
to the mutual funds part of
the business, while the
alternative investment fund
(AIF) and portfolio manage-
ment service (PMS)
businesses will be demerged
from the existing IBAMC
structure, IHF has added.

Bad bank set to start
operation in June National
Asset Reconstruction
Company (NARCL), the
name coined for the bad bank
announced in the Budget
2021-22, is expected to be
operational in June. Bad bank
refers to a financial institu-
tion that takes over bad
assets of lenders and
undertakes resolution. The
new entity is being created in
collaboration with both
public and private sector
banks, Indian Banks�
Association Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) Sunil Mehta
has said. �Various prepara-
tory works are going on, and
we hope that it should be
operational next month. The
biggest advantage of NARCL
would be aggregation of
identified NPAs,� Mr Mehta
has added.

2,118 branches merged or
closed in FY21 As many as
2,118 branches of 10 public
sector banks (PSBs) have
either been closed or merged
with other banks in the last
financial year, according to an
RTI reply. The highest
number of 1,283 branches of
Bank of Baroda were either
closed or merged, according
to the information provided
to an RTI query filed by
Neemuch-based activist
Chandrashekhar Gaud. No
branch of Bank of India and
UCO Bank was closed in
FY21, according to the
information. The government
consolidated ten PSBs into
four in the last financial year,
bringing the number of
nationalised banks to 12.

SEBI proposes single rule
for debt securities The
SEBI has proposed merger of
listing rules pertaining to
debt securities and non-
convertible redeemable
preference shares (NCRPS)
into a single regulation. The
proposal is aimed at

RBI to transfer Rs 99,122-cr surplus to govt The RBI has
decided to transfer Rs 99,122 crore as surplus to the exchequer.
This will help the government channel more resources to combat
the second wave of COVID-19 pandemic. The decision to trans-
fer the surplus amount for the accounting period of nine months
ended March 31, 2021 was taken at a meeting of the central
board of the RBI held through video conferencing under the
chairmanship of Governor Shaktikanta Das. The surplus is com-
monly called �dividend�. The accounting year of the RBI is
truncated as the central bank has aligned its July-June account-
ing year with the government�s April-March financial year.

instruments, such as
municipal debt securities and
securitised debt instruments.

Credit Suisse to hire over
1,000 in India Credit
Suisse, a Swiss investment
bank, is planning to hire over
1,000 IT employees in India
in 2021. The company has
added that this is a continua-
tion of its India growth
strategy that has seen the
bank hire 2,000 IT employ-
ees in the last three years as
it sees the country as a global
technology innovation hub.
India now accounts for
nearly 25 per cent of the
bank�s global IT staff, the
largest footprint of any
Credit Suisse location
globally.

LIC�s stake in companies
slips to 3.66% LIC�s
holding across 296 compa-
nies, where its stake is more
than 1 per cent, slipped to an
all-time low of 3.66 per cent
as on March 31, 2021, down
from 3.70 per cent as on
December 31, 2020 and from
all-time high of 5 per cent as
on June 30, 2012, according
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T Rabi Sankar, the
former executive director
of the RBI, has taken over
as the deputy governor of
the central bank.

Star Union Dai-ichi Life
Insurance Company has
promoted Abhay Tewari,
its former joint president
and chief actuary, as
managing director and
chief executive officer of
the life insurer.

 APPOINTMENTS

harmonising the Companies
Act, 2013 and maintaining
consistency with the capital
market regulator�s Listing
Obligations and Disclosure
Requirements (LODR) rules.
Under the proposal, the
market regulator has
suggested removal of
minimum rating of AA- for
public issue of NCRPS.
Currently, NCRPS rules
restrict issuers with credit
rating of less than AA- to
come out with a public issue.
Such restriction is not
applicable even in other debt

NEWS ROUND-UP
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CIL to set up 25 oxygen plants in India Coal India (CIL) will
install 25 medical oxygen plants in 22 hospitals, 20 of which will
together produce 12,700 litres of oxygen per minute. Four other
plants will together generate 750 cubic metres per hour and one
will be a refilling plant. Of the 25 plants, five will be installed at
CIL�s own hospitals with 332 beds in all, and the remaining 20
plants will be installed in 20 government-run district hospitals
across Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, Maharashtra and
Madhya Pradesh. The plants in district hospitals will be set up
under the company�s corporate social responsibility scheme,
CIL has said.

ber, according to government
sources. The Budget for
2021-22 has set a disinvest-
ment target of Rs 1.75 lakh
crore, higher than Rs 32,835
crore garnered in the last
financial year. Of the Rs 1.75
lakh crore, Rs 75,000 crore
would come as CPSEs�
disinvestment receipts and
the remaining Rs 1 lakh crore
from stake sales in banks and
financial institutions.

Punjab & Sind Bank
returns to profit After eight
quarters of losses, State-run
Punjab & Sind Bank turned
the corner in the January-
March 2021 period with net
profit of Rs 161 crore, aided
by healthy recovery. The
lender had recorded net loss
of Rs 236 crore in the same
quarter of FY20. For the full
year (FY21), the bank
incurred net loss of Rs 2,733
crore, compared with that of
Rs 991 crore in FY20. The
bank�s gross NPAs eased to
13.76 per cent as of March
31, 2021 from 14.18 per cent
a year ago. Net NPAs almost
halved to 4.04 per cent from
8.03 per cent a year earlier.

SBI invites bids to sell Rs
217 cr of NPAs State Bank
of India (SBI) has invited
bids for selling two NPAs
worth Rs 217 crore on a 100
per cent cash basis. The
NPA sale assumes signifi-
cance at a time when
National Asset Reconstruc-
tion Company (NARCL) or
the bad bank is getting a final
shape. SBI has set a reserve
price of Rs 42.5 crore for the
two accounts, implying a
haircut of 80 per cent. The
two accounts are � Khare and
Tarkunde Infrastructure and
Heavy Metal and Tubes. SBI
is likely to put more NPA
accounts on sale soon, which
will not be sent to the
proposed bad bank.

Not cutting stake in
Petronet, IGL: BPCL
Divestment-bound Bharat
Petroleum Corporation
(BPCL) has said that it is not
considering reducing its stake
in Petronet LNG or
Indraprastha Gas (IGL) to
prevent a new owner from
having to make an open offer
to minority investors in both
the companies. Current SEBI

regulations require that the
acquirer of the State-owned
refiner make an open offer to
minority shareholders of
Petronet LNG and IGL due
to its promoter status.
However, BPCL is working
with the government to
exempt a new owner from
this requirement. �BPCL has
no intention to pare its stake
in either PLL or IGL,� N
Vijayagopal, the finance
director of BPCL has said.

SUUTI stake sale gets
government Rs 4,000 cr
Kick-starting disinvestment
in FY22, the Centre has
raised around Rs 4,000 crore
by selling 1.95 per cent from
the Specified Undertaking of
the Unit Trust of India or
SUUTI�s holding in Axis
Bank. Prior to the stake sale
through Offer For Sale
(OFS), SUUTI held 3.45 per
cent in Axis Bank. SUUTI
had proposed to sell up to
3.6 crore equity shares,
representing 1.21 per cent of
paid-up equity share capital
of Axis Bank. It had also
retained the option to sell an
additional 2.2 crore shares or
0.74 per cent of equity share
capital.

Costlier healthcare, fuel
to hit consumption
Massive increase in
healthcare spends, especially
in the hinterland, steadily
rising fuel prices and online
delivery of articles will
increase inflation pressure
much higher on the one hand
and crowd out other
consumer spending on the
other. This will put a big
question mark on overall
growth that is still being
driven by consumption
demand, according to an SBI
report. Soumya Kanti Ghosh,
the group chief economic
adviser of SBI, in a note has
said that the steep fall in
retail inflation in April to
4.29 per cent from 5.52 per
cent in March is deceptive.

ONGC removes market-
ing margin on gas Oil and
Natural Gas Corporation
(ONGC) has agreed to do
away with charging users a
marketing margin on the gas
it plans to produce from its
KG basin field. However, the
State-owned oil and gas
producer has refused to
lower the minimum rate of
gas. ONGC had last month
sought bids for sale of initial
2 mmscmd of gas from its
KG-DWN-98/2 block (KG-
D5). The company had asked
bidders to quote a rate linked
to prevailing Brent crude oil
prices. It had fixed the
minimum rate at 10.5 per
cent of the three-month
average Brent crude oil price.
On top of it, the company
had sought $0.20 per mmbtu.

OVL loses Farzad-B gas
field contract India has lost
the ONGC Videsh (OVL)-
discovered Farzad-B gas field
in the Persian Gulf after Iran
awarded a contract for
developing the giant gas field
to a local company. �The
National Iranian Oil Com-
pany (NIOC) has signed a
contract worth $1.78 billion
with Petropars Group for the
development of Farzad-B
Gas Field in the Persian
Gulf,� the Iranian Oil
Ministry�s official news
service Shana has reported.
The gas field holds 23 tcf of
in-place gas reserves, of
which about 60 per cent are
recoverable. OVL had in
2008 discovered the giant gas
field in the Farsi offshore
exploration block.

COVID-II disrupts PSU
disinvestment The worst
outbreak of the second wave
of COVID-19 pandemic has
led to disrupting
privatisation of PSUs, like
Air India, BPCL and
Shipping Corporation. But
the process is likely to get
back on track from Septem-
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tium includes Canada
Pension Plan Investment
Board and RARE Enter-
prises, promoted by ace
investor Rakesh
Jhunjhunwala. Zydus AH
employs around 700 people
and has one manufacturing
facility in Haridwar. Zydus
AH has another animal
healthcare unit, which is

expected to start business in
the US and certain European
countries. This business is
not part of the transaction.

SEBI moots new �person-
in-control� norms The
SEBI has proposed to
rationalise the definition of
�promoter group� and move
to the concept of �person in
control�. It has also suggested
streamlining the requirement
of disclosures of group
companies. The SEBI has
proposed that promoters�
minimum contribution of 20
per cent should be locked in
for one year from the date of
allotment in the IPO �
against the current three-
year, lock-in period � if the
capital is raised for purposes
other than capital expendi-
ture for a project. The entire,
pre-issue capital held by
persons other than promot-
ers should be locked in for six
months as against currently
one year.

Number of companies�
directors declining Total
number of independent

directors of Indian companies
has decreased in 2020 as
compared to those in 2019
and 2018, reveals a report by
Institutional Investor
Advisory Services India
(IiAS). The report � based on
the study of the board
composition of Nifty 500
companies as on December
31, 2020 � shows that the
number of directors has
reduced to 2,249 in 2020 as
against 2,396 in 2019 and
2,494 in 2018. The reduction
is mainly on account of non-
appointment of directors on
the boards of State-owned
companies, the report notes.

Flipkart to add 8 lakh sq ft
warehouse space Walmart-
owned Flipkart is expanding
its fulfilment centre capacity
for grocery by more than 8
lakh sq ft over the next three
months across Delhi, Kolkata
and other cities. The current
grocery fulfilment centre
network serves close to
64,000 orders a day. The
additional capacity will help
Flipkart cater to over 73,000
grocery orders per day, a
statement from the company
has said. Flipkart Grocery
offers over 7,000 products
across more than 200
categories. Unlike traditional
warehouses, fulfilment
centres are equipped with
highly automated pick, pack
and shipping processes to
facilitate safe and timely
processing of orders.

Dividend policy must for
top-1,000 companies The
SEBI has tweaked guidelines
governing dividend policy of
listed companies. With the
changes, the country�s top-
1,000, listed companies will
mandatorily have to
formulate a dividend
distribution policy. Earlier,
the requirement for formula-
tion of the dividend distribu-
tion policy had been limited
to the top-500, listed

SEBI eases rules for
listing of startups The
SEBI has notified a slew of
relaxations to norms related
to listing of startups. The
changes have been made to
the framework for listing
startups on the Innovators�
Growth Platform (IGP), a
platform that facilitates start-
ups to list, raise capital and
trade. The market regulator
has reduced the period of
holding of 25 per cent of pre-
issue capital of the issuer
company by eligible
investors to one year from
the earlier requirement of two
years. The term, accredited
investor, for the purpose of
IGP is renamed as innova-
tors� growth platform
investors.

Cadila arm to sell animal
health business Cadila
Healthcare has said that its
wholly-owned subsidiary,
Zydus Animal Health and
Investment (Zydus AH), has
entered into definitive pacts
for sale of Animal Healthcare
Established Markets
Undertaking to Multiples
Alternate Asset Manage-
ment-led consortium for
Rs 2,921 crore. The consor-
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Lenders can invoke promoters� guarantees The Supreme
Court has dismissed pleas by various promoter guarantors
against lenders launching insolvency proceedings against them.
The Supreme Court bench of Justices L Nageswara Rao and
Ravindra Bhat has upheld the November 15, 2019 notification,
issued under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), 2016.
The notification had permitted lenders to invoke personal insol-
vency proceedings against promoter guarantors of companies
facing Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process (CIRP). The
judgment decided on 75 petitions that challenged the notifica-
tion. The move is a setback for promoter guarantors, such as Anil
Ambani, Sanjay Singhal and Venugopal Dhoot, among others.

Ujjwala Singhania, a
director of JK International,
has been appointed the
national president of FICCI
Ladies Organisation (FLO).

BPCL has appointed Arun
Kumar Singh, currently
the marketing director of
the oil refining and
marketing company, as its
chairman and managing
director.

Sudhir Sitapati, the
executive director of
Hindustan Unilever (HUL),
will join as managing

 APPOINTMENTS director and chief executive
officer of Godrej Consumer
Products (GCPL) on
October 18. He will be
replacing Nisaba Godrej,
the chairperson and
managing director, who will
take on the role of executive
chairperson of GCPL.

Bata India has appointed
Gunjan Shah as its new
chief executive officer,
succeeding Sandeep Kataria,
who was elevated as the
global CEO of Bata Brands
last year. Mr Shah, the
chief commercial officer of
Britannia Industries, will be
joining Bata India on June 21.
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entities, but this has now
been extended to the top-
1,000, listed entities on the
basis of market
capitalisation. Other listed
entities can disclose their
dividend distribution policies
on a voluntary basis on their
websites and provide a web-
link in their annual reports,
the capital markets regulator
has added.

Chemplast Sanmar files
IPO papers Chemplast
Sanmar has filed preliminary
papers with the SEBI to raise
Rs 3,500 crore through an
initial public offer (IPO). The
IPO comprises a fresh issue
of equity shares worth
Rs 1,500 crore and an offer
for sale of Rs 2,000 crore,
according to the company�s
Draft Red Herring Prospec-
tus (DRHP) filed with the
capital markets regulator.
The offer for sale comprises
sale of Rs 1,850 crore by
Sanmar Holdings and Rs 150
crore by Sanmar Engineering
Services. Chennai-based
Chemplast Sanmar is a
leading speciality chemicals
manufacturer with a focus on
speciality paste PVC
(polyvinyl chloride) resin.

Dell, Foxconn, 19 others
in race for PLI A total of
19 companies, including Dell,
Rising Stars Hi-Tech
(Foxconn) and Lava, have
filed applications under the
Production-Linked Incentive
(PLI) Scheme for IT
hardware. The other
electronics hardware
manufacturing companies
that have applied under the
category of IT hardware
companies are ICT (Wistron)
and Flextronics, according to
an official statement.
Moreover, 14 companies
have filed applications under
the category of domestic
companies, which include
Dixon, Infopower (JV of
Sahasra and MiTAC),

Bhagwati (Micromax) and
others. These companies are
expected to expand their
manufacturing operations in a
significant manner and grow
into national champion
companies in IT hardware
production.

Tata Steel back in profit
in Q4 of FY21 Tata Steel
was back in the black with
consolidated net profit of
Rs 7,162 crore for the quarter
ended March 31, 2021
against net loss of Rs 1,615
crore in the corresponding
quarter last year. The
company�s consolidated
revenues increased by 39 per
cent on a Y-o-Y basis to
Rs 49,977 crore. The
consolidated EBITDA
increased two-fold Y-o-Y to
Rs 14,290 crore. For FY21,
consolidated top line was at
Rs 1,56,294 crore (up 4.9 per
cent), EBITDA at Rs 30,892
crore (up 71 per cent) and
net profit at Rs 7,490 crore
(up 381 per cent).

Blackstone buys Embassy
Industrial Parks Funds
managed by Blackstone Real

company has first moved
courts in the US, the UK,
Canada, France, Singapore,
the Netherlands and three
other countries to register the
December 2020 arbitration
tribunal ruling that had
overturned the Indian
government�s Rs 10,247
crore demand in back taxes.

Royal Enfield to recall
2,36,966 bikes Royal
Enfield, the motorcycle-
making arm of Eicher
Motors, will be recalling
2,36,966 bikes owing to a
defective ignition coil that
can cause misfiring and
reduce vehicle performance
and in rare cases, cause an
electric short circuit, the
company has said in a
statement. This is the biggest
recall announced by the
company since automakers
started reporting recalls
voluntarily in 2012. The
recall includes Classic, Bullet
and Meteor models. These
motorcycles will undergo
inspection and replacement
of the said defective part, if
required. The defect was
discovered during a routine
internal testing.

IndiGo orders CFM�s 620
LEAP-1A engines IndiGo
has selected CFM Interna-
tional LEAP-1A engines to
power its fleet of 310 new
Airbus family of aircraft. The
agreement includes 620 new,
installed engines and
associated spare engines, as
well as a long-term, multi-
year service agreement. In
2019, IndiGo had selected
LEAP-1A engines and signed
a long-term service agreement
for engines to power 280
A320neo family aircraft.
Consequently, the new
agreement secures the LEAP-
1A engine and its long-term
service agreements for a total
of 590 IndiGo A320neo
family aircraft.

Estate have acquired
Embassy Industrial Parks
from Warburg Pincus and the
Embassy Group in one of
India�s largest logistics
transactions worth Rs 5,250
crore. Embassy Industrial
Parks comprises 10.6 million
sq ft of modern, Grade-A
logistics and warehousing
assets near urban centres.
Blackstone is among the top-
10 business groups in India
by total value of assets, and
the transaction will help
reinforce the company�s
leading position in office,
retail and logistics, the
company has said.

Cairn starts process of
attaching Indian assets
UK�s Cairn Energy has
brought a lawsuit in the US
to pierce the corporate veil
between the Indian govern-
ment and its flag carrier Air
India. The move is aimed at
seizing India�s overseas
assets to recover $1.7 billion
that Cairn Energy has been
awarded by an international
arbitration tribunal for being
taxed by the country
retrospectively. The

Go Airlines to float Rs 3,600-crore public issue Go Air-
lines, which has rebranded itself as Go First, has filed prelimi-
nary papers for an IPO worth Rs 3,600 crore. The proceeds of
the IPO will mainly be used to repay dues amid the aviation
industry facing strong headwinds due to the Coronavirus pan-
demic. After taking to the skies 15 years ago, the Wadia Group-
promoted budget carrier, which has ambitious expansion plans,
is looking to mop up the amount through issue of fresh equity
shares. It also has plans to raise up to Rs 1,500 crore by way of
a pre-IPO placement.
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A severe shortage of semicon-
ductors has left many indus-
tries across the world in dire-

straits. Automobile and consumer
technology industries in particular are
bearing the brunt of the deficit of semi-
conductors or chips. The ripple effects
of this crisis of chips go beyond au-
tomobile and consumer technology,
affecting almost every modern, indus-
trial segment.

An analysis by Goldman Sachs
points out that the semiconductor
shortage impacts a mind-blowing, 169
industries, ranging from steel and
ready-mix concrete to air condition-
ing, refrigeration and breweries. �The
average person on the street is bound
to be impacted by the chip shortage
in one form or another,� notes Alan

When The Chips
Are Down...
The COVID-19 pandemic upends the semiconductor
industry and leaves many industries in the lurch amid
a dire deficit of chips.

Priestley, an analyst of Gartner.
The peculiar nature of the modern

automotive sector � with a crying need
for chips that are in short supply �
has slammed the brakes on the indus-
try. Semiconductors have found their
place in many of the applications of
automobiles � right from infotainment
systems to high-end engine
management and driver-assistance
technologies.

As the deficit of chips looms large,
auto companies, like Ford,
Volkswagen, General Motors and Jag-
uar Land Rover have shut down some
of factories, laid off a few of their
workers and slashed production of
some of their vehicles. Besides, Sony
Corp has announced that it will be
difficult for the consumer technology
company to increase production of its
PS5 game console amid the shortage

Automobile and consumer technology industries are bearing the brunt of
the deficit of chips.

�The average person on the
street is bound to be impacted
by the chip shortage in one form
or another.�

ALAN PRIESTLEY
Analyst, Gartner

of semiconductors.
Apple has informed that produc-

tion of some of its Apple MacBooks
and iPads has been postponed due
to the global chips shortage. South
Korea�s Samsung has said that the
chip shortage will hit its television and
appliance production, while LG has
admitted that the semiconductor
shortage is a major risk.
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Severe shortage
A whole bunch of factors is respon-
sible for the deficit crunch in the over
$450-billion (more than Rs 33,07,000
crore) semiconductor industry. Chips
have become the lifeblood of many
industries today. Besides, they rank
as the world�s fourth-most traded
product after crude oil, refined oil and
cars.

The auto industry has been suf-
fering the most from chips deficit be-
cause of its typical business model of
just-in-time inventory management to
keep the costs down. The industry
has been maintaining a bare minimum
amount of spare parts, including
chips. This model was badly battered
by the outbreak of COVID-19 last year.

When the pandemic began, auto-
makers cut down on their supplies of
semiconductors, figuring that con-
sumers would slow down on auto
purchases. But consumers� interest in
vehicle purchases rebounded faster
than the auto-makers had predicted,
leaving the industry severely short of
spare parts and chips.

Meanwhile, the viral pandemic had

changed the dynamics of yet another
industry � the consumer electronics
industry. The pandemic-induced,
work-from-home and remote-learning
situations compelled people around
the world to buy laptops, gaming
consoles and computers in
unprecedentedly large numbers.

With auto-makers not purchasing
chips, semiconductor manufacturers
started working on chips for consumer
technology products. Besides, major
chip-makers made big, strategic bets

on the more-profitable advanced
chips needed for 5G and servers. The
pandemic resulted in chip-making in-
dustry tilting towards making more
sophisticated and high-margin semi-
conductors for consumer technology
products. The auto industry, which
uses older, less-sophisticated semi-
conductors, were left in the lurch as
most chip-makers� facilities were now
geared towards making costlier semi-
conductors for the consumer technol-
ogy industry.

Geopolitical factors have also
played a vital role in the supply
crunch of chips. The US-China trade
war, initiated during the erstwhile
Donald Trump regime of the US, badly
impacted the semiconductor industry.
As the Trump administration began
tightly regulating sales of semicon-
ductors to China�s mobile phone and
electronic gadget manufacturers, such
as Huawei Technologies, ZTE and
other Chinese companies, they began
stockpiling chips essential for 5G
smartphones and other products.
Moreover, American companies were
also cut off from chips made by
China�s Semiconductor Manufactur-
ing International Corporation after the
US government blacklisted the Chi-
nese chip-maker. The US-China trade
war thus further exacerbated the glo-

�Supply constraints that have
affected some sectors of the
global economy will continue
until more capacity comes online
to meet chip demand for
everything from automobiles to
electronics.�

PATRICK PAUL GELSINGER
CEO, Intel

The US� sanctions led to Huawei, ZTE and other Chinese companies
stockpiling chips for 5G smartphones and other products.
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Building a new fabrication plant can take years because of the scale and
complexity involved.

Efforts To Ramp Up Output

Chip-makers eking out more supply by changing manufacturing
processes

Companies opening up spare capacity to rivals

Delaying certain maintenance tasks and speeding up rate of
movement of wafers along production line

US president�s $50-billion allocation to boost America�s
semiconductor production

EU exploring investing around 30 billion euros to double chips
production by 20%

TSMC lining up $100-billion capex over next three years to boost
capacity

$20 billion pledged by Intel for its two semiconductor facilities in
Arizona, US

Samsung Electronics� $116 billion investment by 2030 to diversify
chip production

$1.4-billion investment by GlobalFoundries to expand capacity at
its facilities

bal semiconductor deficit.
Constraints in the global transpor-

tation system have also hampered the
semiconductor supply. According to
Clear Metal, which monitors over 90
per cent of ocean freight, nearly 7 per
cent of ocean freight is not making it

out of China ports in the past few
months. A shortage of shipping con-
tainers and cargo planes � air-cargo
capacity in the first quarter of 2021 is
25 per cent less than that of the year-
ago period � has further disrupted the
global supply chain of semiconductors.

No quick fixes
Amid the severe drought of chips, the
world�s leading suppliers of semicon-
ductors are pushing to overcome the
prolonged shortage. Chip-makers are
trying to eke out more supply through
changes to manufacturing processes
and by opening up spare capacity to
rivals. They are also auditing custom-
ers� orders to prevent hoarding and
are swapping production lines. The
other solutions sought are delaying
certain maintenance tasks and speed-
ing up the rate at which wafers move
along the line by a fraction.

Meanwhile, nations are now being
forced to think about how they can
increase the number of chips they pro-
duce. A vast majority of the world�s
chips are made in China, while the US
is the second-biggest producer of
chips. Many nations now want to
have a greater share of the global
chips market and are looking at enter-
ing or ramping up semiconductor
manufacturing.

The scarcity has prompted US
President Joe Biden to sign an execu-
tive order to address the issue.
Mr Biden recently pledged to seek $37
billion in funding to supercharge chip
manufacturing in the US. Besides, the
US president has earmarked $50 bil-
lion to boost America�s semiconduc-
tor production as a part of his $2.3-
trillion infrastructure plan.

But experts point out that the
spending is not expected to yield
enough results. They point out that
more than $1.4 trillion in investments
and government incentives are
needed over a decade to make the US
self-sufficient in chips.

The European Commission, the ex-
ecutive arm of the European Union
(EU), also wants to build up its chip-
manufacturing capacity in the conti-
nent. This is a part of its effort to be-
come more self-reliant on chips, which
it sees as a critical technology. Eu-
rope currently accounts for less than
10 per cent of global chip production,
although that is up from 6 per cent
five years ago. It wants to boost that
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Why Are Chips In
Short Supply?

Just-in-time inventory
management of automobile
sector prevented it from
building a stock of chips.

Chip-makers had tilted
towards consumer
electronics sector to cater to
rising demand for laptops,
computers and gaming
consoles induced by the
pandemic.

US-China trade war led to
Chinese electronics and
smartphone manufacturers
stockpiling chips further
leading to their shortage.

A shortage of shipping
containers and cargo planes
has further disrupted the
global supply chain of
semiconductors.

Many countries are now gearing up to have a share of the over $450-
billion, global semiconductor market.

figure to 20 per cent and is exploring
investing around 30 billion euros to
make it happen. Intel of the US has
offered to help, but it reportedly
wants 8 billion euros in public subsi-
dies towards building a semiconduc-
tor factory in Europe.

The big three of chip manufactur-
ing � Intel, Samsung of South Korea
and Taiwan Semiconductor Manufac-
turing Company (TSMC) of Taiwan �
have also geared up to boost their re-
spective production capacities.
TSMC � the world�s largest semicon-
ductor manufacturer �has increased
its capital expenditure (capex) in 2021
to $28 billion. In early May, the Tai-
wanese chip-maker also unveiled the
industry�s largest-ever investment by
allocating $100 billion over the next
three years to boost capacity.

In April, Intel had pledged $20 bil-
lion for its two semiconductor facili-
ties in Arizona and had signalled that
further investment commitments
would come later this year. South
Korea�s Samsung Electronics too has
earmarked $116 billion in investment
by 2030 to diversify its chip produc-
tion. GlobalFoundries, another US
chip-maker, has announced plans to
invest $1.4 billion to expand capacity
at its existing facilities this year. It has
also added that it may double that fig-
ure next year.

Amid these promising develop-
ments, the bad news is that there are
no quick fixes. Moreover, industry ex-
ecutives opine that shortages are
likely to continue into 2022. �Supply
constraints that have affected some
sectors of the global economy for
months will continue until more ca-
pacity comes online to meet chip de-
mand for everything from automobiles
to electronics. This will take a while
until people can put up more capacity
on the ground,� notes Intel CEO
Patrick Paul Gelsinger.

The challenge with chips is that
they are not exactly easy to make.
Advanced semiconductors, in fact,
take up to six months to produce. The

short prognosis is that the chip crisis
is still far from over. The prolonged
deficit will result in consumer goods
getting costlier in the months to come.

Chip-makers can add only incre-

mental boost to capacity from exist-
ing plants. Building a new fabrication
plant can take years because of the
scale and complexity of equipment
and space needed to make semicon-
ductors. This could slow down the
post-pandemic recovery for certain
industries using chips, which are
looking to take advantage of rising
consumer spending. It also feeds into
inflation concerns as higher chip
costs can stoke prices throughout the
economy.

Meanwhile, as chips shortage roils
industries, countries with or without
a footprint in semiconductor manu-
facturing are working to secure their
chip supplies. The Indian government
too has renewed its nearly decade-
old efforts to have companies build
semiconductor fabrication facilities in
the country or acquire semiconduc-
tor fabs outside India. The Centre�s
earlier attempts at making India self-
reliant for semiconductor fabs have
largely been hampered by the compa-
nies� demands for high incentives.
India and many other countries are
now likely to push through policies
swiftly to boost capacity of chips.
Any further delay may prolong the
chip deficit crisis for some more years.
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The second wave of COVID-19
in India has harshly distorted
the economic condition. Con-

sidering the unsympathetic trauma
placed by the deadly pandemic on the
economy, the Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) has unpacked many measures
to enhance fund flow to healthcare
sector and inject more liquidity into
the system. On top of it, the central
bank is offering one more window to
individual borrowers and small firms
for restructuring of their loans.

Numerous industry experts have
hailed the RBI�s move to support the
borrowers, given the fresh dose of
ambiguity in the economic outlook.
Confederation of Indian Industry
(CII) President Uday Kotak has said:
�The RBI governor has taken the fi-
nancial sector battle against COVID
2.0 head on with a clear focus on pro-
tecting lives and livelihoods. CII wel-
comes the support to individual and
MSME (micro, small and medium en-
terprise) borrowers and ease of bank-
ing through digital means.�
Facilities galore
The RBI has decided to increase the
provision of instant liquidity to ramp
up COVID-linked healthcare infra-
structure and services by unlocking
an on-tap liquidity window of
Rs 50,000 crore. The facility will be
available with tenure up to three years
at the Repo Rate of 4 per cent till
March 31, 2022.

According to the scheme, banks
can offer fresh loans to a widespread
variety of companies, embracing vac-
cine manufacturers, importers and
suppliers of vaccines, COVID-related
drugs and priority medical devices,
hospitals and dispensaries, pathol-
ogy labs, manufacturers and suppli-
ers of oxygen and ventilators and lo-
gistics firms as well as treatment in-
curred on COVID-19 patients. These
advances will continue to be
categorised under the priority sector
till repayment or maturity, whichever
is earlier.

Relieving The Ache
The RBI unveils a set of measures to help individuals,
small businesses and MSMEs tackle the second wave
of COVID-19.

Banks may deliver these loans to
borrowers directly or through inter-
mediate financial firms regulated by
the RBI. Banks have to create a
COVID loan book under the arrange-
ment, and through an additional in-
centive, such banks will be qualified
to park their excess liquidity up to the
volume of the COVID loan book with
the RBI under the Reverse Repo frame-
work at a rate which is 25 basis
points (bps) lower than the Repo
Rate or 40 bps more than the Reverse
Repo Rate.

The central bank also conducted
the second tranche of the Government
Securities (G-Sec) Acquisition
Programme 1.0 (G-SAP 1.0) of
Rs 35,000 crore last month. The first
tranche of Rs 25,000-crore G-SAP 1.0,
which is a part of the Rs 1,00,000-crore
G-SAP 1.0 for the first quarter of FY22,
was conducted in April.

The RBI will also be conducting a
three-year Special Long-Term Repo

Operations (SLTRO) of Rs 10,000 crore
at the Repo Rate for small finance
banks. This facility is targeted at de-
ploying fresh advances of up to
Rs 10 lakh per borrower. This scheme
is aimed at offering additional backing
to small businesses, micro and small
industries and other unorganised-sec-
tor entities badly disrupted by the
present wave of the pandemic.

The central bank has also come up
with a new loan-restructuring plan.
Accordingly, individual, small busi-
ness and MSME borrowers having
total exposure of up to Rs 25 crore
will be qualified for this new restruc-
turing resolution framework. However,
if the borrowers have already opted
for any of the previous restructuring
frameworks, including the one un-
veiled in August 2020, and if the bor-
rowers are not grouped as a standard
asset as on March 31, 2021, they will
not be qualified under the new reso-
lution framework.
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Restructuring under the new reso-
lution framework will be valid up to
September 30, 2021, and will have to
be executed within 90 days after the
restructuring framework comes into
force. If individual borrowers and
small businesses who have opted for
restructuring of their loans under the
earlier resolution framework, where
the resolution plan allows a morato-
rium of less than two years, lending
entities will be allowed to utilise this
window to alter such plans to the ex-
tent of raising the moratorium period
and/or lengthening the remaining pe-
riod up to an aggregate of two years.

Earlier, in February 2021, banks
were authorised to subtract the
amount of loans deployed to new
MSME borrowers from their net de-
mand and time liabilities (NDTL) for
computation of the Cash Reserve Ra-
tio (CRR). This relaxation,
currently available for exposures up
to Rs 25 lakh and for credit disbursed
up to October 1, 2021, is being ex-
tended up to December 31, 2021 to
further incentivise inclusion of
unbanked MSMEs into the banking
system.
Need for relook
Undoubtedly, the term liquidity facil-
ity of Rs 50,000 crore to banks for
generating a COVID loan book as a
portfolio of advancing support to a

wide variety of firms involved in the
nation�s battle against the pandemic
is creative. The two inducements of-
fered to banks in this regard will make
this facility more attractive compared
to similar facilities introduced in 2020.

More accumulation to the pot of
surplus liquidity is achievable with
the RBI�s G-SAP. Besides, increase in
the G-SAP target beyond Rs 1,00,000
crore seems a divergent possibility,
particularly because of the

(The writer is a tax specialist and
financial adviser based in Goa.)

�The RBI governor has taken the
financial sector battle against
COVID 2.0 head on with a clear
focus on protecting lives and
livelihoods. CII welcomes the
support to individual and MSME
borrowers and ease of banking
through digital means.�

UDAY KOTAK
President, CII

The need of the hour is for the government to add its fiscal power to
support the RBI�s numerous monetary measures.

government�s wish of keeping its bor-
rowing cost at lower rates.

The Resolution Framework 2.0 has
been invented to address the issue of
significant pressure generated by the
epidemic and also to ease the stress
on individuals, small businesses and
MSMEs almost across the board.
However, a deeper look at the effec-
tiveness of the method of restructur-
ing reveals certain harsh realities. The
second version of the restructuring
exhibits the simple fact the first ver-
sion of has not thrived. In most cir-
cumstances, restructuring results in
ever-greening and/or good money
hounding out bad money.

The fundamental issue is that
MSMEs� net worth is either very low
or in the negative. Therefore, they
cannot be revitalised without the in-
fusion of fresh equity. After under-
standing this point, the government
had announced the Credit Guarantee
Scheme for Subordinate Debt
(CGSSD) in 2020. According to the
scheme, the government would offer
an assurance on bank advances up
to Rs 20,000 crore to promoters of
MSMEs to invest in equity or quasi-
equity instruments of their respective
entities. Even though it is a well-in-
tentioned idea, it is doubtful to go too
far in resolving the problems on hand.
It is an open secret that advancing to
MSMEs in India is a high-risk ven-
ture that rarely delivers satisfactory
returns.

Finally, the RBI has appeared to be
both pre-emptive and prudent in its
reaction to the two waves of pan-
demic. Generally, though the RBI has
done its bit to ease the pain, the gov-
ernment should keep the powder dry
to harmonise these attempts or
endeavours with fiscal help. Easy
credit transmitted through banks can-
not surrogate for direct income sup-
port to households shattered by the
deadly virus.
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A rash of bad news has
p u s h e d
cryptocurrencies into a
free fall on major, glo-
bal, trading exchanges.

Virtual currencies � such as Bitcoin,
Ethereum and Binance Coin, among
others � lost a whopping $1.2 trillion
in market capitalisation (m-cap) on
May 23. This investors� wealth was
wiped out in just 11 days � from $2.6
trillion on May 12 to $1.4 trillion on
May 23.

The bloodbath on cryptocurrency
exchanges across the globe was trig-
gered by Tesla CEO Elon Musk�s
tweets on Bitcoin as well as by China�s
curbs on the digital currencies. The
Tesla billionaire chief�s tweets on May

12, revolving around the environmen-
tal impact of Bitcoin�s operation, had
led to the world�s first cryptocurrency
crashing from a high of over $65,000
to around $40,000.

Mr Musk was particularly referring
to cryptocurrencies� vast consump-
tion of electricity produced from pol-
luting substances, like coal. The is-
sue was in connection with
cryptocurrency mining � the comput-
ing process that validates and records
all transactions dealing with virtual
currencies � which consumes a vast
amount of electricity.

Interestingly, it was the same
Mr Musk, whose tweets in February
had sent Bitcoin and other digital cur-
rencies rallying to record highs. On
February 8, the Tesla chief had an-
nounced in a series of tweets that his

electric car (e-car) company would
buy $1.5 billion of Bitcoins. He had
also tweeted later that Telsa would
accept the virtual currency as payment
for its e-cars. These tweets had taken
Bitcoin to nearly $65,000 on the ex-
changes, and the buoyancy around
Bitcoin had propelled other
cryptocurrencies to sky high. And
then in mid-May, Mr Musk broke
hearts by questioning the ecological
commitment of cryptocurrencies, eras-
ing most of their gains.

And as if it was not enough, China
entered the scene and wreaked havoc
further. Chinese regulators tightened
restrictions on the digital currencies
by banning financial institutions,
banks and payment companies from
providing services related to
cryptocurrencies. China also barred

For all the grandstanding, cryptocurrencies, touted to replace money,
will continue to face an uncertain future for a long time to come.

HOLLOW CLAIMSHOLLOW CLAIMS
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making payments for goods and ser-
vices using the digital currencies. It
also banned trading in the digital cur-
rencies on exchanges and barred fi-
nancial institutions from exchanging
cryptocurrencies for yuan or other
digital currencies.

The recent Chinese ban, in fact,
has been more expansive than the one
in 2017 and seems to be aimed at
squeezing the cryptocurrency busi-
ness out of the country. The new rules
have gone deeper into the trade and
banned cryptocurrency mining with
the intention of cutting down on
power consumption. No wonder, the
Chinese curbs hit Bitcoin the hardest
and pushed it further down to around
$33,000 on May 23 from the high of
$65,000 in February.

The Chinese government�s
clampdown on cryptocurrency min-
ing has badly battered the world of
cryptocurrencies and pulled down

their prices worldwide. The ban on
cryptocurrency mining, in fact, strikes
at the heart of this trade, with China
accounting for over 65 per cent of the
world�s total digital currency mining.

A combination of inexpensive elec-
tricity tariffs, local chip-making fac-
tories and cheap labour has made
China the global hub of
cryptocurrency mining, followed far
away by other hubs, such as the US,
Russia, Iceland and Canada. The Chi-
nese government�s crackdown is natu-
rally hurting the cryptocurrency trade
across the world.

The restrictions have prompted
many Chinese trading platforms and
exchanges to shut down and move
offshore. Many Chinese investors
have started trading on platforms
owned by Chinese exchanges that
have relocated overseas, including
Huobi and OKEx. Many Chinese
cryptocurrency mining companies are
also now shifting their operations
abroad to escape their government�s
scrutiny and penalty.
Digital money
This is not the first time that
cryptocurrencies are down in the
dumps in their short history of a little
over 11 years. Ever since Bitcoin ap-
peared on the scene in 2009, followed
by many of its peers, year after year,
cryptocurrencies have gone through
boom and bust cycles many times.

In the short span of their existence,
cryptocurrencies have grown mani-
fold, collectively boasting of over $1
trillion of m-cap � their m-cap had
soared to over $2.6 trillion by mid-
May this year. Apart from Bitcoin �
the world�s first digital currency �
Ethereum, Binance Coin, XRP, Tether,
Cardano and Ripple, among others,
have held their sway across the world.
CoinMarketCap.com, a market re-
search website, reveals that there are
more than 6,700 different
cryptocurrencies in the world. How-
ever, only a handful of them are really
liquid and publicly traded on the
world�s top exchanges, like Binance
(Cayman Islands), Bitfinex (Hong
Kong), Bithumb (South Korea),
Bitstamp (Luxembourg), Coinbase
(US) and so on.

Incidentally, cryptocurrencies are

�Cryptocurrencies, like paper
checks (cheques), transmit
money effectively and can be
used anonymously. So, are
checks or cryptocurrencies worth
a whole lot of money they
transmit?�

WARREN BUFFETT
Equity Investor

WORLD OF CRYPTOS

Cryptocurrency originated with Bitcoin in 2009, and today, there
are over 6,700 cryptocurrencies.

Top currencies are Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Coin, XRP, Tether,
Cardano and Ripple, etc.

Major global exchanges are Binance (Cayman Islands), Bitfinex
(Hong Kong), Bithumb (South Korea), Bitstamp (Luxembourg),
Coinbase (US) and so on.

Digital currencies are generated through complex, algorithm-
based, computer programmes � a process known as
cryptocurrency mining,

All cryptocurrencies combined together account for less than
0.7% of the world�s money.

In over 11 years of their existence, cryptocurrencies have grown
manifold with collective m-cap of over $1 trillion.

Clampdown by China, the hub of global crypto mining, has
clobbered the prices of digital currencies.

According to an estimate, hackers have stolen nearly $2 billion
worth of cryptocurrencies, mostly from exchanges, since 2017.

Around 70 lakh Indian investors hold about Rs 11,000 crore in
digital currencies.
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very unlike the coins emblazoned with
shining logos on them. These digital
currencies have no physical form.
They are generated through complex,
algorithm-based, computer
programmes through the process
known as cryptocurrency mining, and
they are stored, accessed and trans-
acted online.

The world of cryptocurrencies
dawned around the time of the global
financial crisis of 2008, with distrust
on the traditional banking and finan-
cial system rampant among many
young technologists. The idea of a
peer-to-peer financial system, bypass-
ing banks, financial institutions and
central banks, was first propounded

2008. In early 2009, Mr Nakamoto re-
leased Bitcoin to the public, thus in-
troducing the world to
cryptocurrencies. Soon, a group of
enthusiastic supporters began ex-
changing and mining the currency.
And in a few years, many more digital
currencies flooded the world, and in-
vestors took to them quite enthusias-
tically too.

Bitcoins and other
cryptocurrencies have gained quite a
fan following in the past few years,
especially because of their unique
characteristics. With their
decentralised control, user anonym-
ity and record-keeping via Blockchain
� the technological backbone of

�Investors can only speculate on
the future price of Bitcoin since it
has no intrinsic value. This is the
biggest bubble I have
witnessed.�

ROBERT JOHNSON
Professor, Creighton University

Money in some shape or form
has been a part of human his-

tory for at least the last 3,000 years.
Historians generally agree that the
barter system � exchanging one
form of product or service for an-
other � existed long before money
appeared on the scene.

The earliest types of money were
animal skins, salt or weapons that
were traded to purchase goods and
services. Coins appeared in differ-
ent parts of ancient world in India,
China, Babylonia and other coun-
tries and became the main form of
money.

Paper currency first developed
in Tang dynasty in China during the
7th century. The use of paper cur-
rency later spread throughout the
world. In the 19th century, paper cur-
rency acquired a definite form and
became a legal tender with the re-
spective central banks or treasur-
ies becoming the sole authority to
print currency notes and mint coins.

The gold standard became the
established monetary system be-
tween around 1870 and 1933 with
the value of a country�s currency

Evolution Of Money

directly linked to gold. With the gold
standard, countries agreed to convert
paper money into a fixed amount of
gold. Every time, new currency notes
were printed, a certain amount of gold
was kept aside to maintain the value
of the currency to the corresponding
gold.

Rising debts after World War-I bat-
tered the gold standard badly. Many
countries tried to protect their gold
stock, needed to maintain the value
of their respective currencies, by rais-
ing interest rates to entice investors
to keep their deposits intact rather
than convert them into gold. These

higher interest rates only made things
worse for the global economy.

Britain stopped using the gold
standard in 1931, and the US fol-
lowed suit in 1933. As World War-II
ended, leading Western powers met
to develop the Bretton Woods
Agreement. Under the agreement,
all national currencies were valued
in relation to the US dollar. The dol-
lar, in turn, was convertible to gold
at the fixed rate of $35 per ounce.
The global financial system contin-
ued to operate upon a gold stan-
dard, albeit in a more indirect man-
ner. This system was also aban-
doned in 1971.

The new world currency order is
a true fiat currency system. �Fiat�
means order, and the current mon-
etary system is based on the order
of the respective government. The
value of the modern money is not
pegged to any commodity. Each
currency is allowed to float in the
international market, and the value
of each currency is determined
against major global currencies
based on the respective
government�s stability, its imports
and exports and finally demand and
supply of its currency against those
of the global major currencies.

by Satoshi Nakamoto, a pseudony-
mous person or group of persons, in
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cryptocurrencies backed by algo-
rithm � cryptocurrencies have been
able to appeal to the young, tech-
nology-savvy people of the world.
Many investors see
cryptocurrencies as the currency
of the future that keeps central
banks � which tend to manage in-
flation by micro-managing money
supply � away from its purview and
thus keeps inflation away.
Indian scene
Like the rest of the world, India too
has adopted cryptocurrencies on
a large scale. Industry insiders es-
timate that around 70 lakh Indian
investors hold around $1.5 billion
(around Rs 11,000 crore) in digital
currencies. However, uncertainty
over the legal status of
cryptocurrencies has been unnerv-
ing Indian investors. Though the
digital currencies are not banned
in India, contradictory signals
coming from the government over
banning them have kept investors on
the edge.

Early this year, the Union govern-
ment had planned to bring a law to
ban trading, mining and holding of
cryptocurrencies. The government
and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
were in favour of barring all private
digital currencies and instead float-
ing a new cryptocurrency brought out
by the RBI.

The possibility of the ban has made
digital currency investors jittery over
the future of their investments. Inves-
tors� fears stem from their earlier ex-
perience, when, in April 2018, the RBI
had barred banks and other regulated
entities from supporting
cryptocurrency transactions as they
were being used for illegal activities.

Indian cryptocurrency exchanges
� such as WazirX (which has been
acquired by Binance Holdings),
CoinDCX, ZebPay, CoinSwitch Kuber
and UnoCoin, among others � had
filed an appeal against the ban in the
Supreme Court. In March 2020, the
Supreme Court had struck down the

regulators. �I hope the speculation
around a ban on cryptocurrency
in India is over soon, and the gov-
ernment takes note of the growing
demand for Bitcoin among inves-
tors closer home,� notes Monark
Modi, the founder and CEO of
Bitex, a cryptocurrency exchange.

Besides, there is more encour-
aging news on the regulation of
cryptocurrencies in India. The
Ministry of Corporate Affairs
(MCA) recently made it mandatory
for companies to disclose
cryptocurrency trading and invest-
ments during a financial year. Ex-
perts see this decision as a posi-
tive step and expect taxation rules
to follow through. This is being
considered as the first step to-
wards regulating cryptocurrencies
in the country. In March, Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman also
assured investors that there would

be no blanket ban on cryptocurrencies
and that the government would be
open to experimentation with new
concepts.
Serious flaws
Meanwhile, the proponents are get-
ting vocal about cryptocurrencies,
hailing them as the future of money.
They point to the digital currencies�
technology-driven, swift and peer-to-
peer transactions and their relative
stability, as they are not controlled by
central banks. But for all their pur-
ported virtues, cryptocurrencies suf-
fer from some serious flaws.

It is true that it is very difficult to
hack the Blockchain and alter the
transactions maintained in the
Blockchain. But the safety of
cryptocurrencies ends there. The wal-
lets � where the cryptocurrencies are
parked � and the exchanges � which
facilitate buying and selling of
cryptocurrencies in exchange for
other currencies, like dollar or euro �
are prone to hacking and have been
hacked quite a lot of times in the past.

According to an estimate, hackers
have stolen nearly $2 billion worth of

ban as unconstitutional. This verdict
has given a new lease of life to
cryptocurrencies and has also
prompted the government to do a re-
think on the issue.

After the last year�s Supreme Court
verdict, the government and the RBI
have tempered down their views on
cryptocurrencies. Instead of an out-
right ban, they have now issued an
advisory, asking investors to deal in
the digital currencies at their own
risks, as they have not been
authorised by the government and the

Prices of cryptocurrencies, led by
Bitcoin, have moved up and down,
wildly reacting to Tesla CEO Elon
Musk�s tweets.

Volatile
Movements

Bitcoin, the world�s first cryptocurrency,
rose from $9,000 to a high of $65,000 and
crashed to $34,000 all within the last
twelve months.
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cryptocurrencies, mostly from ex-
changes, since the beginning of 2017.
In May 2014, hackers relieved Tokyo,
Japan-based Bitcoin exchange Mt Gox
of more than $450 million, shattering
the myth that Bitcoins or
cryptocurrencies are safe and secure.
The hacking resulted in Mt Gox filing
for bankruptcy and finally shutting
down operation. �Hackers are target-
ing cryptocurrency wallets and ex-
changes, or the exchanges them-
selves are scams in the first place.
With no regulation, crypto is and will
continue to be the Wild West of the
internet,� points out Chris Morales,
the chief information security officer
of Netenrich, a US-based IT services
provider.

There are other genuine concerns
too. The whole idea of
cryptocurrencies has been to
decentralise financial transactions.

So, these transactions are, to a great
extent, facilitating illegal activities, like
tax evasion, money laundering, drug

dealings and so on. Additionally,
cryptocurrencies are frequently used
to facilitate grey and black market
transactions and are hence distrusted
and disliked by governments across
the world.

Besides, it is difficult to see how
cryptocurrencies can serve as a me-
dium of payment for goods and ser-
vices. It is highly difficult, if not im-
possible, to buy basic goods and ser-
vices with these digital currencies be-
cause of their highly unstable and
volatile prices. So, neither consumers
nor merchants would like to deal in
cryptocurrencies as they cannot de-
termine the fair value of these digital
currencies.

The only function that
cryptocurrencies currently appear to
perform is that of facilitating savings
and investments. Many investors see
these digital currencies as another in-

Why
Cryptocurrencies
Are Not Money...

Not an apt medium of
exchange as any product
and service cannot be
bought using them

Not a measure of value as
their value keeps fluctuating
rapidly

Not a standard of deferred
payment as their prices are
too volatile

Not a store of value because
of high volatility

Cryptocurrencies work using a
technology called Blockchain.

Digital currency transactions are
conducted on a person-to-person
basis and are independent of the
banking system. Cryptocurrencies
are not physical in nature. Rather,
they are virtual currencies that are
generated by algorithm-based com-
puter programmes and are stored in

How Cryptocurrencies Work...

virtual wallets in cyberspace that can
be accessible with a computer or a
smartphone app.

Blockchain is the decentralised
technology based on algorithm and
computer programmes. The
Blockchain is the master public led-
ger that is powered by many comput-
ers spread across the world to record
and validate each of the

cryptocurrency transactions. The
process of recording and validat-
ing these transactions is called
cryptocurrency mining.

Identical copies of the
Blockchain are available to the en-
tire cryptocurrency network across
the world for every cryptocurrency
user to have access to all the trans-
actions. Bitcoin miners � the tech-
nology-savvy individuals or group
of individuals or corporations that
validate the transactions � compete
with each other and generate alpha-
numeric codes or hashes, and the
valid hash records as the transac-
tion on the Blockchain. The suc-
cessful miner is rewarded with
newly-generated cryptocurrencies,
along with a certain fee paid by the
buyer of the transaction.

One needs to have a wallet � an
online account opened by an app �
to transact in cryptocurrencies. In-
vestors can trade (buy or sell) in
cryptocurrencies on the exchanges
by exchanging their major fiat cur-
rencies (dollar and euro, etc) for
cryptocurrencies.
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vestment instrument, like stocks,
bonds and commodities, in a diversi-
fied portfolio. However, many econo-
mists and investors have warned
against using digital currencies for in-
vestments. �Investors can only specu-
late on the future price of Bitcoin since
it has no intrinsic value. Unlike a stock
or a bond, it promises no cash flows
to the holder. This is the biggest
bubble I have witnessed,� opines
Robert Johnson, a finance professor
of US-based Creighton University.

Many notable voices in the invest-
ment community have also advised
investors to steer clear of
cryptocurrencies. �Cryptocurrencies
are favoured because they transmit
money effectively and can be used
anonymously. Paper checks
(cheques) also serve these purposes.
So, are checks worth a whole lot of
money they transmit,� asks legend-
ary investor Warren Buffett.
Irreplaceable money
Cryptocurrencies, in the meanwhile,
are going through yet another vola-
tile phase of bull and bear cycles. In
the real world, away from the
cyberworld too, an equally-intense
debate is raging over the status of
cryptocurrencies. The proponents of
cryptocurrencies vehemently argue
that they are the future of money, while
their opponents question whether the
digital currencies are money at all.

Amid this debate, a few govern-
ments have taken an adversarial
stance against cryptocurrencies, no-
tably China, which has banned all ac-
tivities related to the digital curren-
cies. India too had taken such a tough
position about three years ago. But it
seems to have softened its stance
amid contrary signals of the RBI float-
ing its own cryptocurrency.

Many Western countries, such as
the US and the European nations, ap-
pear to have taken the middle path.
They have not designated
cryptocurrencies as legal tender. But
they have not banned them either and
continue to regulate them with a light

touch. Going by the current trends, it
appears very difficult that
cryptocurrencies will entirely replace
rupee, dollar or any other paper
money. Coexistence of the two with
light-touch regulation is a more prac-
tical proposition.

In the meantime, a reality check on
cryptocurrencies shows that the pro-
ponents of the digital currencies are
rather too vocal about a non-entity. A
close look at the following statistic
goes on to show that there is simply
much ado about nothing when it
comes to cryptocurrencies. All
cryptocurrencies combined together
account for less than 0.7 per cent of
the world�s money. Given this situa-

tion, it would be rather ridiculous to
stake the claim of cryptocurrencies
replacing fiat currencies.

Coming to the question of money,
economic texts define money rather
poetically as: Money is a matter of
functions four: A medium, a measure,
a standard and a store. Testing
cryptocurrencies on the basis of
these four functions would, in fact,
settle once and for all if the digital cur-
rencies are money or not.

Cryptocurrencies cannot be an apt
medium of exchange � one cannot buy
every product and service using them.
They can neither be a measure of
value, as their value keeps fluctuat-
ing too quickly. The digital currencies
cannot be a standard of deferred pay-
ment (that is paying for goods and
services after a stipulated period) ei-
ther as their prices are too volatile.
And it is the same volatility that pre-
vents cryptocurrencies from being a
store of value (an investment
instrument).

Cryptocurrencies, for all their
grandstanding, are at best only an in-
vestment instrument � a rather risky
portfolio that investors may nurture
at their own peril. The dream of digi-
tal currencies replacing money is too
far-fetched. Meanwhile, cash is
still the king, and fiat currency is here
to stay.

�Cryptocurrencies have no
intrinsic value and people should
only buy them if they�re prepared
to lose their money.�

ANDREW BAILEY
Governor, Bank of England

The RBI is looking at floating its own cryptocurrency to usher in
transparency and prevent shady deals via digital currencies.
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Neeraj Balani is managing direc-
tor of International SOS, India,
a medical and healthcare assis-

tance provider based out of Bengaluru,
Mumbai and Noida. With over 20 years
of experience in business management
and sales management, Mr Balani has
worked both in India and the USA. He
has built, nurtured and led teams across
functions and geographies to deliver
superior customers� experience and fi-
nancial performance.

Prior to working with International
SOS, Mr Balani was vice-president for
sales, solution design and implementa-
tion in Mahindra Logistics, where he
was instrumental in driving the
organisational transformation across
the above functions since 2015. Before
joining Mahindra Logistics, Mr Balani
was vice-president and global sales of-
ficer (India and the Middle East) of
Capgemini, where he was instrumental
in driving sales across consulting, tech-
nology and outsourcing lines of busi-
ness across verticals. Mr Balani has also
worked with HCL Technologies be-
tween 2006 and 2008, where he was re-
sponsible for driving ERP business (ap-
plication and infrastructure) across
government and corporate customers in
India.

A chemical engineer from University
of Mumbai, Mr Balani has done his MBA
from University of Georgia, USA. He is
based out of Mumbai and enjoys trav-
elling and reading. Highly passionate
about sports, the International SOS
managing director is also an amateur
antique collector, with an interest in
collecting Hindi film posters from the
1940s to the 1960s period and one ru-
pee silver coins of India from the 18th

century. In an insightful interview with
Sharmila Chand, Mr Balani shares his

�Respect And Care Are
A Two-Way Street�

management principles and practices
that have helped him succeed in his
businesses over the past two decades.
What are the five management
mantras according to you?

Be passionate about what you can
learn and what you choose to do.

Transparency is the best policy.
Delivering customer experience

should be the cornerstone of every em-
ployee action in the organisation.

Respect and care are a two-way
street.

Nurture a hobby. It helps you dis-
cover yourself as you set sail to lead
and make a difference.
Do you play any game which
helps you in your work? What
are the lessons the game
teaches for life?
I love to play Cricket and Badminton
and go for long runs. Sport is a form of
meditation which gives one an oppor-
tunity to get the body and mind in sync.
Some important lessons from my play
which I use every day at work are: Trans-
parent communication drives team align-
ment, and what happens on the field,
stays on the field.
What is the secret of your
success?
Throughout my life, my parents have
taught me the values of hard work, hon-
esty, hygiene (of the body and the mind)
and humility. These foundations are
very important for the pursuit of suc-
cess and happiness.
Please share with us the turning
point in your life related to your
career.
If I have to speak of one turning point
in my career, it will be when I got this
opportunity to head International SOS

�Throughout my life,
my parents have
taught me the
values of hard work,
honesty, hygiene
(of the body and the
mind) and humility.
These foundations
are very important
for the pursuit of
success and
happiness.�
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�To deliver medical
assistance to our

customers globally
with a team of over

12,000 people
present in over 120
countries available

24x7 and who
leverage a network
of 88,000 hospitals

and service
providers over an

industrial IT platform
is literally a miracle.�

youngsters?
Always have an open mind to learn, and
look out for the right people who can
guide you. There is no place for politics
in an organisation�s management.
Transparency is the best policy.
Lastly, would you define your-
self in one sentence?
A doting father, a loving husband, a car-
ing child, a reliable friend and a learning
professional who aspires to make a dif-
ference

in India. After a career of over 20 years
in sales and solutions, the opportunity
to lead an organisation with P&L re-
sponsibility was enormous. The learn-
ing has been immense, and I continue
to be challenged every day in lieu of
the new normal! The hard work to lead
this amazing set of people in India has
also been very rewarding. I have
grown multifold as a leader in
terms of experience. To deliver
medical assistance to our
customers globally with a
team of over 12,000 people
present in over 120 coun-
tries available 24x7 and
who leverage a network
of 88,000 hospitals and
service providers over
an industrial IT plat-
form is literally a miracle.
And the blessings we
get from our customers
when we help protect
their employees and de-
pendents cannot be
quantified!
What are your favourite
books, and why so?
I like reading on a variety of
topics. I would like to believe of
myself as a rational human being
who thinks analytically. Of late, I have
enjoyed reading Max Tegmark�s Life 3.0.
I am reading up Sean Carroll�s The Big
Picture, and I recently read Yuval Noah
Harari�s Homo Deus and Sapiens. Read-
ing books helps you form logical per-
spectives, and in today�s world, which
is plagued by infodemic (from various
social channels), it is very important that
you remain logical in your actions and
reactions.
What is your fitness regime, and
how do you keep yourself fit?
Since the onset of the pandemic, most
of my physical activities have gone for
a toss. What helps me are my morning
walks and occasional evening playtime
with my little daughter.
What message would you like
to give on management to

NEERAJ BALANI
Managing Director
International SOS, India
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In today�s tough times, it is no sur-
prise that we are looking to take
time off from the stresses of crazy

lifestyle and unplug from webinars
and screen time. In such a grim situa-
tion, wellness retreats have emerged
as the top travel trend of 2021. They
are enriching getaways as they can
provide a much-welcome break to
slow down, relax and make �yourself�
a priority.

I too got invited to one such
wellness retreat, which led me to the
foothills of the Himalayas to a be-
spoke wellness retreat � juSTa
Mukteshwar Retreat & Spa � by Richa
Khurana Singh, the founder of
FreeWheelingLife. In spectacular sur-
roundings, my escapade helped me
in �getting out� to �look within�.
Housed in the tiny village of
Mukteshwar, Uttarakhand, juSTa bou-
tique property is a perfect gem to re-
juvenate and explore oneself.

We arrived in Mukteshwar around
4 pm after a comfortable nine-hour
drive from Delhi. The roads are good,
and the drive is picturesque after
Rampur. So, if you have good com-
pany and good music in the car, there
is no problem at all. Take a few tea
breaks, and enjoy the drive.

As we stepped in at the luxury re-
treat, I was kind of lost and didn�t

A Wellness Sojourn

A visit to juSTa Mukteshwar Retreat & Spa gets one
renewed and enriched with simple pleasures of life.

know which Himalayan peak to spot
first, as all around me, I was embraced
by stunning mountain ranges.

�Ma�am, have your welcome drink
made of ginger and honey first,� I
heard. �We will show you the Hima-
layan peaks of Trishul, Panchchuli
and Nanda Devi for sure.�

Since my visit was to attend a
wellness retreat, I was very keen not
to miss any activity given in the itin-
erary. Taking the first evening easy,
and meeting the fellow participants, I
knew I was going to lose myself in
the tranquillity of the place during my
three-night stay.
Yoga At Dawn
With birds chirping, cool wind blow-
ing and mesmerising hills all around
in the pristine surroundings, Yoga
was the best way to kickstart the
beautiful day. Yoga sessions under
the guidance of Ayurveda and Yoga
expert Anuradha Gupta became an
instant hit among all of us. Wake-up
alarms seemed to be a forgotten story
only of the habitants of the city. Here,
we were hill dwellers and hill folks
waking up naturally at the break of
the dawn. So, there we were in the
garden, all set to learn and show off
our Yoga skills.
�Embrace Yourself�, �Love Yourself�
Our mind-body therapist, soft-spoken
and very charming Ujjwal Batra, took
us on a unique journey of �self-heal-
ing� and �finding one�s own self�
through myriad sessions every day. I
must say that the experience was out-
standing, every session being unique
and rendering so much positivity and
healing.

�My sincere mission is to offer a
bespoke getaway to my retreat
participants, live some �unboxed
moments�, revive, reboot and reset!"

RICHA KHURANA SINGH
Founder, FreeWheelingLife

Ancient Shamanic Fire ceremony
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He also conducted �Sound Bath�
ceremony every night (after dinner
and games) through which he ser-
enaded the guests to bathe in melodi-
ous sounds of music, allowing heal-
ing vibrations to flow through their
mind, body and heart. His unique in-
struments, such as bells, gongs and
singing bowls, created such beauti-
ful, tranquil atmosphere that guests
felt that they were drugged for a
sound sleep.

Well, that was not enough.
Mr Batra as a �Shaman Healer� got ev-
eryone together in the �Sacred Fire
Ceremony� � an age-old tradition of
�Shamanic Healing�. The experience
was truly one of its kind. For some
of us, including me, the ceremony
turned out to be a new passport for a
renewed life!
Fun Evenings To Reboot, Re-Connect
& Rejuvenate
Evenings were the best as we packed
in so much laughter, cracking jokes,
playing games and enacting our
scripts. Our facilitator was a wonder-
ful improvisational artist, coach and
performer, Nasir Engineer, from
Mumbai, who made sure to engage
everyone in his stories, drama and
acting. Mr Engineer divided us into
two teams and then gave our lines to
act and outshine the rival team. Well,
in no time, the amphitheatre turned
into a well of potential actors who
would not leave any chance to get
the winners� title. Those were the
joyous nights under the clear-night

the gorgeous landscape became our
lifeline. It was heartening to spend
time with young boys who were
happy to sing local songs for us. Our
hosts in the village were very
warm and made sure that we taste hot
pakoras prepared by them. And
yes, some chivalrous ones among
us didn�t mind having bhang
pakoras too!
Culinary Delights
The menu for all the meals was crafted
in such a way that we got flavour of
the land while fulfilling healthy quo-
tient based on Ayurveda. Our pas-
sionate wellness and Yoga expert,
Anuradha Gupta, planned the menus
full of local, seasonal food made
through traditional methods of cook-
ing. She made sure to make every meal
exciting while focusing on the
sustainability issues and respecting
the local produce. All those who
wanted to get a detailed consultation
related to their dietary programme ac-
cording to their body type based on
Ayurveda were encouraged to do so
by Ms Gupta.

From delicious, healthy meals, heal-
ing therapies, personalised counsel-
ling sessions, local excursions, pic-
nic by the stream, bhang pakoras and
tea at the village home, I got enriched
with such simple pleasures of life that
will continue to nourish my wellness
journey until my next wellness
escapade!

Sound Bath ceremony in progress Enjoying the night at the amphitheatre

sky of Mukteshwar.
Local, Curated Excursions
We used to look forward to our daily
excursions in the neighbourhood. We
were very keen to explore the place,
and hence, trekking, walking in the
villages, interacting with the locals
and singing and posing with them in

Travel Tips

Visit Mukteshwar Dham
where an ancient Lord Shiva
Temple is located.

For adventure enthusiasts,
rappelling and rock climbing
at Chauli Ki Jali is a must to
do.

For nature-seekers, gentle
hiking and trekking trails
amid fruit orchards and
coniferous trees are not to
be missed.

Village walks are delightful
and perfect for photographic
memories.

Carry sturdy walking shoes
and hats.

Stay at juSTa Mukteshwar
Retreat & Spa, and enjoy the
luxurious amenities, good
food, a dip in the heated
swimming pool, bespoke
spa treatments and warm
service.
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Amazon to hire
75,000 in US, Canada
Amazon is hiring 75,000
workers across its warehouse
and delivery network in the
US and Canada, the company
has said. The company will
also offer a $100 bonus to
new warehouse and transpor-
tation employees who show
proof of their COVID-19
vaccination. Amazon has
added that the jobs will offer
an average starting pay of
$17 per hour, reflecting its
recent wage increases, which
bumped up pay by between
50 cents and $3 an hour for
more than half a million of its
US operations employees.

Chew new
CEO of TikTok

technology giant a vast
library to further its
ambitions in streaming. The
deal bolsters Amazon Prime
Video, which competes with
Netflix and others in the fast-
evolving market, with some
4,000 films �including the
James Bond franchise � and
17,000 television shows.

Hybrid work
weeks at Google
Google will move to a hybrid
work week, where most
Googlers spend approxi-
mately three days in the
office and two days �wher-
ever they work best�,
according to a note by
Google and Alphabet CEO
Sundar Pichai. About 20 per
cent of Google�s workforce
would continue to work
remotely after its offices
reopen later this year, while
about 60 per cent of
Googlers would come
together in the office for a
few days a week, Mr Pichai
has said. Mr Pichai has also
noted that employees will be
allowed complete remote
work based on their roles and
team needs.

Green economy
heats copper up
Copper soared last month to
an all-time high, continuing a
sizzling rally that has seen
prices double in the past
year. Copper futures rose as
high as $10,440 a tonne in
London last month. The
previous copper record was
set in 2011 around the peak
of the commodities
supercycle sparked by
China�s rise to economic
heavyweight status, fuelled
by massive amounts of raw
materials. This time,
investors are betting that
copper�s vital role in the
world�s shift to green energy
will mean surging demand
and even higher prices. China
accounts for half of the
world�s copper consumption

HSBC exits US retail market
HSBC Holdings
has exited its US-
domestic, mass-
market, retail-
banking business,
agreeing to sell 90
branches. With
this decision,
Europe�s biggest

lender looks to focus on wealthy clients and steer billions
of dollars in capital towards Asia. The London-based bank
will retain a network of 20 to 25 locations that will be
transformed into international wealth centres, according to
a statement of the bank. It is closing 35 to 40 other branches.
The bank expects a pre-tax cost of $100 million from the
transactions. HSBC is cutting about 35,000 jobs globally to
boost its profitability.

Verizon to sell Yahoo to Apollo
AOL and Yahoo
are being sold
again, this time to
a private equity
firm. Verizon will
sell Verizon Me-
dia, which consists
of the pioneering

technology platforms, to Apollo Global Management in a
$5-billion deal. Verizon has said that it will keep a 10 per
cent stake in the new company, which will be called Yahoo.
As a part of the deal, Verizon will receive $4.25 billion in
cash, preferred interests of $750 million and the minority
stake. The transaction includes the assets of Verizon
Media, including its brands and businesses, such as Yahoo
and AOL.

Bill & Melinda announce divorce

Bill Gates, the
Microsoft co-
founder, and his
wife Melinda
Gates have filed
for divorce after
27 years of mar-
riage. The billion-

aire benefactors, who are co-founders of one of the world�s
largest, private, charitable foundations, the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation, have said that they have come to an
agreement on how to split their assets. The couple have
added that they would continue to work jointly at the foun-
dation. How the couple end up settling their estate, and
what impact it will have on the foundation will be closely
watched.

TikTok has appointed
Singaporean Shou Zi Chew
as the new chief executive
officer (CEO) of the popular
video-sharing platform, the
company has said. Mr Chew,
who left Xiaomi to join
TikTok parent ByteDance as
chief financial officer in
March, will now also become
CEO of TikTok. TikTok�s
interim head Vanessa Pappas
� who led the company on an
interim basis after the abrupt
departure of its CEO Kevin
Mayer, formerly of Walt
Disney, last year � will be
the new chief operating
officer. TikTok is believed to
have about 1 billion users
worldwide.

Amazon to buy
MGM studios
Amazon has agreed to buy
the storied MGM studios for
$8.45 billion, the companies
have said. The deal gives US
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and has played an integral
part in copper�s surge.

Twitter to
acquire Scroll
Twitter plans to acquire
subscription service Scroll,
the social media company
has announced. The two
companies have declined to
disclose the deal terms. Scroll
charges its users a fee to
block advertising on
participating news websites
and then distributes a cut of
its earnings to its partner
publishers, which include the
USA Today, the Vox and The
Atlantic. Publishers can earn
up to 50 per cent more from
the service than they do from
advertising, Scroll contends.
Twitter plans to integrate the
service into its platform and
use its technology to build
other subscription services.

Huawei�s Yu to
head smart car unit
Huawei Technologies has
appointed Richard Yu, the
outspoken leader of its
consumer electronics
business, as CEO of its smart
car solutions unit, signalling
the importance it places on
future auto technology.
Mr Yu, who was already
director for car components,
is expanding his responsibili-
ties in Huawei�s auto
business while also departing
a position he only recently
gained as CEO of its cloud
group. Zhang Pingan, an
established cloud division
executive, will take over that
role. Recent months have
seen a surge in interest and
investment in electric
vehicles and advanced
technology to make them
more connected and capable.

China suspends
pact with Australia
China has said that it has
suspended an economic
agreement with Australia, in
an apparent tit-for-tat
response to Canberra�s

scrapping of a Belt and Road
infrastructure pact and threat
to undo a deal, leasing
Darwin Port to a Chinese
company. Relations between
the two sides have collapsed
into acrimony after Canberra
called for an independent
probe into the origins of the
Coronavirus pandemic and
banned telecom giant Huawei
from building Australia�s 5G
network. China, Australia�s
biggest trading partner, has
already imposed tariffs on
more than a dozen key
industries, including wine,
barley and coal, decimating
exports.

Abel Buffett�s
likely successor
Warren Buffett has ended

AT&T, Discovery in $43-bn deal
AT&T � the owner
of HBO and
Warner Bros stu-
dios � and Discov-
ery � home to
lifestyle TV net-
works, such as
HGTV and TLC �
will be combining
their content assets to create a standalone global entertain-
ment and media business. Discovery Chief Executive David
Zaslav will lead the proposed new company, which will
comprise one of Hollywood�s most powerful studios, in-
cluding the Harry Potter and Batman franchises and news
network CNN. AT&T has added that it will use the $43
billion proceeds from the tax-free spin-off of its media as-
sets to pay down its more than $160 billion of debt.

Microsoft to unplug Explorer
Microsoft Corp is
pulling the plug on
its once-omni-
present browser,
Internet Explorer,
next year as it pre-
pares to battle
market leader
Chrome with its slicker Edge browser. Launched in 1995,
Internet Explorer became the dominant browser for over a
decade as it was bundled with Microsoft's Windows oper-
ating system that came pre-installed in billions of comput-
ers. The browser, however, started losing out to Google's
Chrome in the late 2000s. Microsoft launched the Edge
browser in 2015 that runs on the same technology as the
Google browser. Chrome has a 65 per cent share of the
global browser market, followed by Apple's Safari with an
18 per cent share.

Airbus raises output target
Europe�s Airbus
has set out sweep-
ing goals to expand
production of jet-
liners as the avia-
tion industry re-
covers from the
Coronavirus crisis.
The aircraft-maker has confirmed plans to increase produc-
tion of A320neo by more than 10 per cent to 45 airplanes a
month by the end of this year. It has given suppliers a firm
new target of 64 a month by the second-quarter 2023. Air-
bus is also exploring A320neo rates as high as 75 by 2025
and expects to boost monthly production of the larger A350
to six by the autumn of 2022.

years of speculation about
succession at Berkshire
Hathaway by saying that
Greg Abel, who oversees its
non-insurance businesses,
will become chief executive
officer, if he were no longer
in charge. Mr Abel, 58, has
been a Berkshire vice-
chairman since 2018, after
building its Berkshire
Hathaway Energy unit into a
major US power provider.
Many analysts and investors
had viewed the Edmonton,
Alberta native as
Mr Buffett�s most likely
successor. Ajit Jain, 69, a
vice-chairman overseeing
Berkshire�s insurance
businesses, was also
considered a CEO candidate,
but Mr Buffett sees
Mr Abel�s relative youth
�making a real difference�.
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Today�s most urgent problems are fundamentally glo-
bal. They require nothing less than concerted,
planet-wide action, if we are to secure a long-term

future. But humanity�s story has always been on a global
scale. In this book, Jeffrey D
Sachs, a renowned economist
and expert on sustainable de-
velopment, turns to world his-
tory to shed light on how we
can meet the challenges
and opportunities of the 21st

century.
As we enter the third de-

cade of the 21st century,
Mr Sachs identifies three chal-
lenges facing an increasingly-
globalised humanity: a
destabilising increase in eco-
nomic inequality; a devastat-
ing global environmental cri-
sis; and the risk of global con-
flict that could annihilate the

species. The book, an outgrowth of three lectures given
at the Oxford School of Geography and the Environment
in 2017, presents Mr Sachs� map of how we got here, and
his blueprint for overcoming these challenges.

Mr Sachs takes readers through a series of seven, dis-
tinct waves of technological and institutional change, start-
ing with the original settling of the planet by early, modern
humans through long-distance migration and ending with
reflections on today�s globalisation. The author�s map
traces the seven distinct �ages of globalisation�: the Pale-
olithic (70,000-10,000 BCE), the Neolithic (10,000-3,000
BCE), the Equestrian (3,000�1,000 BCE), the Classical
(1,000 BCE�1,500 CE), the Ocean (1,500�1,800 CE),
the Industrial (1,800�2,000 CE), and the Digital (2,000 CE
onwards).

Along the way, he considers how the interplay of ge-
ography, technology and institutions influenced the

Precious Past Lessons

Neolithic revolution; the role of the horse in the emer-
gence of empires; the spread of large, land-based empires
in the classical age; the rise of global empires after the
opening of sea routes from Europe to Asia and the Ameri-
cas; and the industrial age.

Mr Sachs sees a storyline running through these seven
ages: �... one of unfolding progress, albeit progress re-
peatedly marked by injustice, inequalities and extraordi-
nary violence�. Progress is measured in terms of people,
production and place of residence. World population pro-
gressed from 2 million in 10,000 BCE to 45 million in 3,000
BCE, to 461 million in 1500 CE and to 6.1 billion in 2000 CE.
The proportion living in cities went from 1 per cent in 1 CE
to 3.6 per cent in 1,500 CE, to 16 per cent in 1,900 CE and to
55 per cent in 2020 CE. Global output per capita grew from
$400 (based on the value of the dollar in 1990) in 1 CE to
$500 in 1,800 CE and to $7,400 in 2010. �Super exponen-
tial� growth of population, production and urbanisation
in the very recent past is the context in which our new
challenges are unfolding, writes the author.

The author acknowledges that ongoing fertility decline
can bring rapid population growth under control. The
massive pollution, climate change and loss of biodiversity
caused by several centuries of fossil fuel production are a
more difficult challenge, he points out.

Mr Sachs demonstrates that the dynamics of these past
waves offer a fresh perspective on the ongoing processes
taking place in our own time � a globalisation based on
digital technologies. The author also emphasises the need
for new methods of international governance and coop-
eration to prevent con-
flicts and to achieve eco-
nomic, social and environ-
mental objectives aligned
with sustainable develop-
ment. This is a vital book
for all readers aiming to
make sense of our rapidly-
changing world.

Author
JEFFREY D SACHS
Publisher
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
PRESS
Pages: 280
Price: Rs 1,299

THE AGES OF
GLOBALIZATION

About the author
Jeffrey D Sachs is a professor and director of the Center for Sustainable Development at Columbia University. He is also
director of the United Nations Sustainable Development Solutions Network and has been adviser to three UN secretaries-
general. He is The New York Times best-selling author, with books, such as The Age of Sustainable Development and A New
Foreign Policy, among others.

This book turns to world history to shed light on how we can meet challenges
and opportunities of the 21st century.
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This book offers a road map on leadership, which is all
about converting adversity into an opportunity for

transformation. Through an excellent set of articles, case
studies and interviews, this book � edited by veteran
banker Anil K Khandelwal � offers a way forward for trans-
formational leadership of Indian banks.

Despite their many achievements, public sector banks
continue to face several challenges, such as increasing
non-performing assets, depleting market share and low
market capitalisation. What makes the book exceptional is
its focus on intangibles, such as leadership, governance
and talent in transforming banks. Strong board leadership
is needed to pilot internal reforms, writes Mr Khandelwal.

This timely collection of chapters, interviews and case
studies on the role of leadership and people development
in contemporary Indian banking provides insightful per-
spectives on how the banking sector can become an en-

Overcoming Business Disruptions
This book offers a stunning new insight into how the

most crucial lesson in today�s challenging business
environment can be learnt. It also shows how to change
the fundamentals of what one does rather than carry on
fighting a battle that is already lost.

The near destruction of the music industry at the hands
of online piracy and its subsequent recovery on the backs
of digital streaming platforms are more than just the big-
gest story of disruption and reinvention of the digital age.
It is also a trove of insights on how to confront the meta-
morphosis that we are all facing in dealing with the COVID-
19 era, as accelerating technology and economic changes
reshape our work, our play and our very minds.

Author Will Page, Spotify�s first chief economist, ex-
trapolates the music industry�s journey into eight guiding
principles for pivoting through the ubiquitous disruption
in nearly all industries. Expect the unexpected with trans-
ferable lessons coming from Starbucks, Tupperware and
even Groucho Marx. The notion of Tarzan Economics ties
these principles together: a framework for recognising and

Grooming Banking Leaders
gine for India�s economic
development.

In the context of competi-
tion and digitalisation requir-
ing new business models,
this book argues for a funda-
mental shift in the structure
and process of governance,
including board-level au-
tonomy, CEOs tenure and
compensation, people pro-
cess, talent development and
building a leadership pipeline,
to make banks resilient, strong
and future-proof. This is a
must-read book for anyone
interested in the health of Indian banking.

acting on disruption by let-
ting go of the old vine and
grabbing onto the new. Mr
Page joyfully brings these in-
sights to life and provides a
guide for knowing not just
how to grab the new vine, but
when. He assesses the new
dynamics of the �long tail�,
identifies friends and foes in
the battle for scarce attention
and provides a practical tool
for discovering the right role
for each of the people to suc-
ceed in this new modern world.

As one emerges from the
unprecedented disruption of a global pandemic, the book
shows individuals, organisations and institutions that if
the vine one is holding onto is withering, one can have
confidence to reach out for a new one in 2021 and beyond.

About the author
Will Page is the former chief economist of Spotify and PRS for Music, where he pioneered Rockonomics. At PRS, he published
work on Radioheads In Rainbows and Saving BBC 6Music. At Spotify, he helped redefine catalogue and articulated the global
value of music copyright. A passionate communicator, Mr Page�s work is regularly featured in various, reputed publications.

About the editor
Anil K Khandelwal served as chairman and managing director (CMD) of Bank of Baroda (BoB) and as CMD of Dena Bank
before that. He led a group appointed by Union government for HRD for Public Sector Banks and submitted its report, what is
popularly known as the Khandelwal Committee Report.

Editor
ANIL K KHANDELWAL

Publisher
SAGE PUBLICATIONS INDIA

Pages: 524
Price:  Rs 995

TRANSFORMATIONAL
LEADERSHIP IN

BANKING

Author
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Publisher

SIMON & SCHUSTER UK
Pages: 328

Price: Rs 1,678
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STAR TALK

CANCER

ARIES Mar 21-Apr 20

This month may give an average result in terms
of your career. You may get a chance to meet
senior authority at the workplace. However,
there are chances of a sudden argument be-

tween you and your boss. Communication-related busi-
ness or work related to electronic gadgets may bring de-
sired success. You may get a good deal and financial gain
with this deal. If you are running an institution or online
platform imparting education, you are likely to achieve
your financial goal this month.

 Jun 22-Jul 22

This month is likely to bring improvement in
your career. But you must keep in mind that
there are chances of some stiff resistance in
your way. Your sensible approach towards

most of the things may help you overcome challenges
and is likely to make you successful. You must try to grab
every opportunity that you get so that you may be very
productive this month. There may be some stiff challenges
during the latter part of this month, but the pace of progress
is likely to start picking up positive momentum gradually.
You may get rewards for your hard work.

This month, you need to work with patience,
and there may be some positive changes in
the work environment. You are likely to get
unwanted work responsibility, which can give

stress and workload too. There are chances of some dis-
agreement with siblings, which may affect your family
business. You need to be cautious while investing in a new
business plan. Short-distance travelling related to business
is foreseen this month. You need to be careful, if you are in
the mass media or writing or publication-related business.

TAURUS Apr 21-May 21

This month may not be the most opportune
time to invest a huge sum into another busi-
ness or work because the outcomes may not
be very appealing. You�re advised to consult

an expert before making any business deal. This month is
likely to be average in terms of career and business. No
splendid openings for newcomers are foreseen. Changing
jobs may not be an appropriate choice either. Stay away
from office politics, and don�t get involved too much with
your colleagues.

May 22-Jun 21GEMINI

You may come across an encouraging oppor-
tunity to make progress on your career front.
However, pay attention to your work, as the
middle of this month may be difficult. During

the latter half of this month, business turnover is likely to
increase, and career prospects may rise for jobholders.
There may be encouraging results for you. But as the
month comes to a close, it may bring some tough situa-
tions. You must keep in mind that it will demand strict
discipline. Handle this period carefully, and refrain from
being high-headed. The period does not seem favourable
for starting something new.

LEO Jul 23-Aug 23

Aug 24-Sep 23

At the beginning of this month, there may be
some hurdles and some stress due to differ-
ences with superiors. Gradually, the period
may bring some positive developments. If in

business, you must try to remain calm and composed with
your associates and customers in order to avoid unneces-
sary disruptions. In the middle of this month, troubles
may increase if you make hasty or abrupt decisions. You
are likely to remain busy trying to soar over routine hurdles
too. Your confident dealings may also enable you to re-
solve some pending issues, advises Ganesha.

VIRGO

This month may be more of a personal-centric
time than the professional one, but that does
not mean that you may not get opportunities
to explore. Job-seekers may find some really-

lucrative job offers, which they would not be able to deny.
If you tend to make good relationships with your col-
leagues, you may definitely get time to celebrate. You may
get the desired support of your colleagues in your project.
This month is favourable for starting up the new venture
you have been planning for long. You are destined to get
the much-awaited success earlier than you have imagined.

LIBRA Sep 24-Oct 23

This month may both be positive and chal-
lenging for your professional life. You should
be ready to accept the changes that come in
order to have a good status in your profes-

sional life. Your business contacts may help you in find-
ing good options for future prospects. You need to stay
extra cautious while dealing with a female co-worker this
month. If you are working with your real-life partner, you
should be supportive and kind to their ideas and sugges-
tions too. Also, try to keep your business and personal
lives separate.

SCORPIO Oct 24-Nov 22
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A New & Improved Air India Likely In 2022

Air India has been in turbulent
times in the past few years. The

government, which owns Air India,
is trying to privatise the national
carrier. However, the New Delhi-
based airline�s divestment process
has hit the air pocket, especially
following the COVID-19 pandemic.
Ganesha analyses Air India�s horo-
scope and predicts what is in store
for the airline.
Astrological analysis
Air India�s chart indicates a very
crucial phase for the government-
owned company. It is currently un-
der the influence of the Rahu-Re-
turn phase. As the shadow planet
is now passing through its natal po-
sitions, Air India will go through a
major transformation this year.

As Jupiter is aspecting the natal

Air India is likely to see positive
developments between
September 2021 and March 2022.

Venus and Mars, there may be reforms
and promulgation of new policies.
These new policies will be imple-
mented, and they may improve the fi-
nancial situation of the company. It
may help change the fortunes of the
currently debt-ridden company and
bring it in good shape. The situation

of Air India will improve gradually.
Jupiter will favour the revival of Air
India, the national carrier of India.

A renewed attempt to sell the
debt-laden airline is likely to face
some roadblocks. However, as the
company will begin to perform bet-
ter in the near future, it may get a
new dimension.

The period from September 2021
to March 2022 will be very crucial
for the company. Air India will wit-
ness positive developments during
this phase. Over the years, the Ma-
harajah mascot of Air India has be-
come synonymous with Indian
pride, and the airline is set to have a
much better time during 2022. We
may see a new and improved ver-
sion of Air India in 2022, predicts
Ganesha.

This month is likely to be favourable for you.
You may get desired support from your col-
leagues. It is time for you to give your best at
the workplace and clear all the backlogs. In

business, you need to be careful while making any major
decisions. You need to clear pending work first and re-
analysis of the completed plan before its execution. It may
not be a favourable time to get into a new business part-
nership. Some short-distance travel may take place for work
and business. Besides, some previous plans related to
your business may help you expand your business.

AQUARIUS Jan 21-Feb 18

This month is likely to bring good news in
your business. You may receive the expected
gain from your past investments. You may get
a deal from a foreign company. Your intelli-

gence and creative abilities will help you get success in
your business. You may make some important decisions
for business expansion. However, it may be helpful, if you
develop a plan and work on that before implementing your
decisions in your business. You may face some challenges
at your workplace. Avoid arguments with your senior and
administrative officer. There are also strong chances of
change in job or work profile.

Feb 19-Mar 20PISCES
CAPRICORN Dec 22-Jan 20

You need to work hard to get success and
achieve your target. This is the time to be-
come energetic and work more than normal.
You may get some good offers this month and

may also get a chance to rework on an old venture or
project. However, do not take decisions based on an im-
pulsive approach, or else you may have to regret later.
Current planetary position indicates not to invest a great
amount into your business, as there are chances of mon-
etary losses during this phase. Additionally, this is not a
favourable time for stepping into a new business partnership.

You may face challenges in your career and
business this month. Though your dynamic
attitude may draw significant advantages in
the office over your peers and competitors,

some shortcomings are likely to be experienced. There-
fore, keep your presence of mind and ability in order to
make quick decisions and gain an edge over others. But
this swiftness may not be seen in business and self-em-
ployment. Stay cautious and think twice before finalising
any deal or while investing in a new venture. There may
be a good flow of income throughout the month, but you
need to keep a check on your expenses.

SAGITTARIUS Nov 23-Dec 21
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In early April, Anish Shah took over
as managing director and chief ex-

ecutive officer of Mahindra and
Mahindra (M&M). Mr Shah � who
was earlier deputy managing director
and chief financial officer of the
Mahindra Group � has replaced
M&M veteran Pawan Goenka, who
retired from his post after an illustri-
ous career at the Mumbai-headquar-
tered diversified conglomerate.

Incidentally, Mr Shah�s new re-
sponsibility is quite a big one, as he
will be the first professional MD and
CEO in the history of the Mahindra
Group to have complete oversight of
the Mahindra Group businesses. In
fact, Mr Shah will assume that big role
in November this year after Mahindra
Group Chairman Anand Mahindra
will relinquish his executive respon-
sibilities and take over as the busi-
ness conglomerate�s non-executive
chairman.

�One of the reasons we had suc-
ceeded and thrived over the past 75
years was that we were good at intro-

Mr Mahindra appears to be quite
right in his judgement of Mr Shah�s
calibre. With a post-graduate diploma
in management from the Indian Insti-
tute of Management, Ahmedabad,
Mr Shah completed his master�s de-
gree from Carnegie Mellon and also
did his PhD from Carnegie Mellon�s
Tepper School of Business.

Following his education, the new
M&M chief started his career with
Citibank in Mumbai. He later moved
to Boston in the US and worked with
Bain & Company as a strategy con-
sultant. Later, he joined Bank of
America and its US Debit Products
business. At Bank of America,
Mr Shah led numerous initiatives to
enhance value for its customers.

Mr Shah then joined GE and had a
flourishing career there spanning 14
years. He held several leadership po-
sitions at GE Capital�s US and global
units. Returning to India, Mr Shah
joined GE Capital India as its presi-
dent and CEO. At GE Capital India, he
led the transformation of the busi-

ducing change in the right measure at
the right time. Anish is the right leader
for the Mahindra Group,� said
Mr Mahindra, speaking after the
appointment of Mr Shah as the MD
and CEO.

F A C T S
F O R  Y O U

FUEL-PRICING MECHANISM

Petrol prices have yet again
breached Rs 100 per litre across

many Indian cities. Diesel too is inch-
ing towards that psychological mark.
How and why do prices of these fuels
keep changing every day, and why
do they differ across cities and towns
even in the same State?

The everyday change in fuel prices
is because of a dynamic pricing sys-
tem that reflects fluctuations in the
global oil market introduced in June
2017. Since 2017, oil marketing com-
panies (OMCs) have been revising
prices daily in line with changing
prices of crude oil.

The government has been blaming
the rise in fuel prices to high crude oil

prises the Union government�s Cen-
tral Excise Duty, while the States�
Value-Added Tax (VAT) accounts for
a smaller portion of the taxes.

The Indian fuel-pricing mechanism
works out somewhat this way. OMCs
charge dealers a particular amount or
the base price of the fuel and add the
Centre�s Excise Duty to it. The fuel at
the dealers� outlet is sold to consum-
ers after adding dealers� commission
and State�s VAT. Incidentally, if a town
or a city is far away from a refinery,
fuel sold at the outlets in that town or
city is costlier because of the inci-
dence of higher transportation cost
on the fuel. This explains different fuel
prices in towns within the same State.

And finally, the base price of the
fuel in India is arrived at by a peculiar
formula known as the Trade Parity
Price (TPP). Accordingly, it is assumed
that 80 per cent of petrol and diesel
are imported into India and 20 per cent

prices. However, this is not the entire
truth. In fact, taxes account for over
60 per cent of the fuel prices. More-
over, a large part of the taxes com-

Today, taxes account for over 60%
of the total fuel prices in India.

AT THE HELM

ANISH SHAH



The Relative Self Causes Friction
Questioner: Who causes friction, the
inanimate matter (jada) or the living entity
(Chetan)?
Dadashri: Friction of the past is indeed what
creates friction. There is no question of the
non-Self or the Self (Atma) in this. The Self
does not interfere in this at all. The non-Self
complex (pudgal) is indeed what causes all
this friction. However, it is friction from the
past that is causing friction again. The one
for whom friction from the past has
exhausted, for him friction will not arise again.
Otherwise, friction begets friction, which in
turn leads to more friction; it keeps increasing
in this way.

The non-Self complex is not entirely
inanimate. It is mishrachetan (�I� with wrong
belief that arises as a mixture of the Self and
non-Self). This is referred to as vibhaavik
pudgal. Vibhaavik means the non-Self
complex that has arisen out of extra intent.
That is what causes everything to happen.
The inanimate matter (pudgal) that is pure
will not cause this to happen. This pudgal
has become mishrachetan. The extra intent of the Self and the extra
intent of the non-Self come together and give rise to a third form. It has
taken the form of the prakruti (the visible form created in an ignorant
state by the continuous instillation of the false attribution that �I am
Chandubhai*�); that is what causes all the friction.
Questioner: Where there is no friction, does that mean that a true intent
of non-violence has developed?
Dadashri: No, it is nothing like that. But now you have realised: �If there
is this much to be gained by clashing with a wall, then how much is there
to be gained by clashing with God?� By realising only this much, the
transformation continues to take place within you. Ahimsa (non-violence
through action, speech and mind) cannot be completely understood,
and it is very difficult to explain it in its entirety. Instead, if you just grasp
this much: �I do not ever want to get into friction�, then your energies will
remain deposited, and day by day, the energies keep increasing.
Thereafter, loss incurred through friction will not take place! If friction
does take place at times, then it can be erased by doing pratikraman
(exact method of reversal from aggression through recall, apology and
resolution to not repeat the error). So, you should recognise where friction
occurs, and there you should do pratikraman. Otherwise, there are grave
consequences. With this Knowledge of the Self, you will attain liberation.
However, by getting into friction, you will encounter a lot of obstacles,
and (liberation) will be delayed. There is no problem if negative thoughts
arise for this wall, because the loss is one-sided. Whereas if even a
single negative thought arises for a living being, then that is detrimental.
Losses will be incurred on both sides. However, if you do pratikraman for
it, then all the faults will be erased. Therefore, do pratikraman wherever
friction arises, so that the friction will come to an end.

Spiritual Corner Avoid Clashes
ness, including a turnaround of its SBI
Card joint venture.

In 2015, Mr Shah joined the
Mahindra Group as the group presi-
dent of strategy, where he led strat-
egy development, built capabilities,
such as digitisation and data sciences,
enabled synergies across group com-
panies and managed the risk and per-
formance review of organisations.

Later, as deputy MD and CFO and
now as MD and CEO, Mr Shah has
his tasks cut out for him. He will soon
be in charge of the over Rs 1,42,000-
crore  Mahindra Group with interest
across automobile, auto components,
defence, aerospace, logistics, renew-
able energy, information technology,
agri-business and financial services,
among other sectors. The viral pan-
demic has upended most of these sec-
tors. The need of the hour to steer
these Mahindra Group companies out
of the pandemic is a hands-on, vet-
eran leader. And Mr Shah seems to be
the right man to fire-fight the crisis.

PUJYA DADASHRI

of the fuels are exported from India.
So, petrol and diesel prices in India
are determined based on prices of
these fuels in the international market
and not on the basis of crude oil
prices.

The TPP formula is flawed because
India is a net exporter of petrol and
diesel and accounting global prices
of the fuels for calculating the base
prices of the fuel is unfair. Moreover,
in reality, Indian fuel prices are not
determined by the market, as the in-
visible hand of the government still
regulates the pricing. This becomes
quite visible when elections are
around the corner, and the prices re-
main stagnant until the polls are over.
The real dynamic pricing would be to
base the price on crude oil, give
OMCs total freedom and include the
fuel prices under the GST to avoid
tax on tax.

COMPILED BY
DR NIRU MAA

For more information on Dadashri's spiritual science,
log on to www.dadabhagwan.org. Also visit kids.dadabhagwan.org
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Shining Success

How do you define yourself?
Confident, highly ambitious and
love giving my 100 per cent to
any project I take on
What is your philosophy of
life?
Strike a right balance between
work, downtime and family.
What is your passion in life?
Books, exploring new brands
and work
What is your management
mantra?
Leading by example is very
important, and sometimes, it�s
better to let your work speak
louder than your words.
What is your work
philosophy?
I wake up every day with a
mindset to set a new chal-
lenge or goal for myself.
A business leader you
admire the most...
I am a huge admirer of
Kendra Scott with
regard to what she
has created within
the global jewellery
industry.
Your source of
inspiration...
My parents

Rushika Kothari has always been passionate about jewellery. The
co-founder of Talisman, a Jaipur, Rajasthan-based fashion
jewellery e-commerce portal, holds a Graduate Diamonds

Degree from the renowned GIA Institute in Carlsbad, California. With a
bachelor�s degree in information technology from Indiana University,
USA, Ms Kothari teamed up with her husband, Rishabh Kothari, to fill the
gap in the market for precious metal jewellery at affordable prices. In a
lively chat with Sharmila Chand, Ms Kothari shares her strengths,
weaknesses, likes and dislikes.

Your kind of music...
Hip-Hop and R&B
Your favourite holiday
destination...
Singapore

You are a tough, serious
boss or�
I think that I�m a hands-on
boss, and I like to do things
with my team.

What do you enjoy the most
in life, generally?
Spending time with my sisters
� anything I do with them is
always a good time.

How do you de-stress?
Reading is something that
really helps me unwind.

What is your fitness regime?
Eat healthy, and keep active
throughout the day so that you
don�t have to spend hours in
the gym or follow diet fads!

Your mantra for success...
Work hard, and always listen to

your instinct.

Your dream...
Making a difference that
can impact people�s lives
in any small way that
I can

Ten years from now,
where do we see
you?
Hopefully, working
with the same rigour
towards the goal I�ve
set out for Talisman,
which is to make it

the go-to jewellery
brand for Indian

women.
RUSHIKA KOTHARI
Co-founder, Talisman

Your strength...
I am very process-driven.
Your weakness...
I can improve on my time-
management skills and
prioritising the urgent versus the
important.
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